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STANDING CONF`ERENCE QF EUROPEAN
MINISTERS OF EDUCATION

Ninth Session

Stockholm, 10 -12 June .1975

If social and educatidnal equality is to be achieveil,
the less educated must receive the most economic
and social support This was stated by the EzJo-
pean Ministers of Education in a resolution on
recurrent education adopted at the end of their
Conference in Stockholm which was held at the
invitation of the Swedish Government from 10 to
12 June 1975.

A similar view was expressed in the debate on the
education of migrants. Above; all, the Ministers
underlined the need for more extensive education
for migrants' children in their o'wn mother tongue.

The Chairman of the Conference was the Swedish
Minister. of Education, Mr. R. Zacharzsson, and its
Secretary Mr. G. Kahn-Ackermann, Secretary Ge-
neral of the Council of Europe.

Recurrent education

Recurrent eduCatioNohould counteract the in'equa-
lities emanating frePiti the present Oucational
system and distribute educational opportunities
over the life span of the individual, states the re-
solution, which also stresses the need for active
policies to reach the socially and educationally dis-
advantaged.

An educational policy having such an aim has
implications for the organisation of work and
leisure.

The Ministrs also agreed that:

education for the 16-19 age group should pre-
pare both for further studies as well as for
entering working life,

work experience must be more widely taken
into account as a basis of qualification for
admission to higher education,

all post-compulsory education should be o-ga-
?used in such a way that it suits the needs of
individuals with widely different experience,

policies for education, social welfare and ern-
ployment must be co-ordinated,

the individual should have the opportunity for
paid educational leave,

the individual should have the right to resume
education later in life,

a coherent system should be created to achieve
balanced financing of youth and adult educa-
tion.

Migrants: education

Migrants and their children should have the same
educational opportunities as nationals of the host
country, according to the resolution on edit ation
for migrants. In particular, they should be given
an opportunity to assimilate the language and
culture ,of both the host country and their countries
of origin in the interests of their satisfactory. ad-,
2ustn4nt to their new environment as well as their
subsequent reintegration in their home countries.
For this purpose, the Ministers recommended
various measures, including the creation of special
preparatory classes, the .trainings of educators, the
mutual acceptance of educational certificates and
/the promotion of participation by parents in school
activities. In addition, they agreed to draw the

/ attention of their government colleagues to the
need for adequate housing and social security for
Migrants in view of the importance of such matters
for migrant education.
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International educational co-operation

The Ministers outlined priority areas for future
Eurppean co-operation in education pre-school
education and primary education, the school in its
relations with the community, lower secondary
education and called for arrangements to ensure
genuine complementarity between the program-
mes of the five organisations concerned
UNESCO, OECD, Council of Europe, European
Communities and the Nordic Council of Ministers.

They also envisaged an od \hoc conference to
examine the attitudes towards the study of science
and technology which have been observed in cer-
tain countries

a

Fuiithermore, they considered new methods Of in-
ternational collaboration among Ministers.

The tuenty-one States which co-operate within
the Council of Europe's Cultural Convention took
part in the Ninth session of the Conference of
European Ministers of Education There were ob-
servers from Portugal, Yugoslavia, UNESCO,
OECD, European Communities, Council of Europe
and the Nordic Council of Ministers. In addition,
Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and USA
were invited to follow the proceedings.

The next session of the European Ministers of
Education will take place in May 1977 in Turkey
Its main theme will be "School in its relations with
the community" -
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In connection with its main theme, the Conference dtsctissed two ana/Ptica/
reports prepared by OECD and the Council of Europe. We reprint the report
prepared by the Secretariat of the Council of Europe on "Permanent education,
a framework for recurrent education- Theory and practice": The report by
OECD on "Recurrent education: Trends and. tssues" can be obtdined from the
OECD Secretariat, Parts.

,,
The address given by Mr. G KahrtAAckermann, Secretary General of the Coun-
cil of Europe and the three Resolutions adopted by the Conference are also

....published beloW.

.
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Address by Mr, a Kahn-Ackermann, Secretary General
of the Council of Europe

The Confer.ences of Specie sed M isters are of the
greatest importance for the of the Council of
Europe This has been recognised by our Com-
mittee of Ministers, which in 1'97I adopted a formal
Resolution on the subject and is even now recon-
sidering the question of the relations between the
Council and the Conferences. It ks to be hoped that
reforms within, the Council will enable Conferen-
ces such as yours to play a stronger role in the
establishment of policy guidelines for the Council's
work` Again, the importance to the Council of
Europe of the Conferences of Specialised Ministers
has been repeatedly asserted by our Parliamentary
AsseMbly.

This importance is nowhere Ai !titer than in the
field of education, for several reasons. The first
reason is the place occupied by education and.
culture in the intergovernmental activities of the
Council of Europe ; this sector accounts foe. almost
one-third of the total work-programme. The se-
cond is that the eminently political character

0
of

many of the educational' problems which we are
tackling is increasingly apparent, hence the need
for political guidance from the Ministers concealed.
And the third connected with the second is
that in matters of education and culture, the
Committee of Ministers has made a substantial
delegation of powers to the CCC, the Council for
cultural Co- operation, which is a body of great
technical t ompttence but which jacks political
direction.

The proposal has been made to amend the Statute
of the Council of Europe so that the Committee of

;94

. - .
Ministers can meet as such at the level of specia-
lised Ministers. The Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe has recommended specifically
that the Committee sohuld meet, at the level of
Ministers of Education. There is nothing .revolu-
tionary in this idea, which is indeed current .prac-
tice in the Council of the European Communities
and in some other organisations. But, without pre-
judging the outcome of the future-deliberations on
this point of the Committee of Ministers, I have to
say that in any event some way must be found of
giving the Ministers of Education, a more direct
part in determining and guiding our...educational
.activities. These activities are too important, both
for education and for European unity, for them not
to benefit from the direction and impulse which,
only Ministers can provide. O.-

In saying this may I make it clear that I would
not favour any measures which would discourage
the full participation in our educational and cultu-
ral activities of iptates not members of the Coun-
cil of Europe. The open character of the European
Cultural Convention, and the consequent open
membership of the CCC, must be preserved. The
day may come when other European countries will
wish to join the CCC, and I am sure that we would
welcome this. Similarly it is gratifying that, as of
now, other countries participate irk some of the

.CCC's activities.
_ .__.... ..

Nor am I thinking of measures which would in
any way imperil the action of this distinguished
Standing Conference which has functioned for
many years now with substantial success.
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But, means must be found of associating Ministers
. of Education with the Council's work more closely

so as to increase their weight in the decision-
making process of the Council, and this should be
done in such a way that the interests of non-
member States of the Council which take part in
the Conference are fully preserved.

I turn now from this general consideration to the
specific problem, namely the mobility of staff and
students.

This is also a politicil problein, needing the atten-
tion of Ministers, this is the reason for raising it

, in this forum.

The mobility question is unfortunately typical of
the lack of impact of international.recorgnenda-
`ions on national action. It is a question which the
CCC and its Committee for Higher Education and
Research liave been studying for many years. A
grieat deal of excellent technical work has been
accomplished, some admiri5le studies published,
several recommendations adopted. However, when
one measures all this work against the practical
*esults achieved, the question inevitably arises:
Was it really worth while?

Admittedly there have beep some results. In 1971
the Conference recommended the establishment in
all CC". States of a national centre to provide in-
formation relevant to equivalence and mobility
The COmmittee of Ministers endorsed this recom-
mendation in a formal Resolution, and now some
States have indeed establishef such centres, while
others are contemplating doing so. Also in 1971

e Conference recommended exploring the pos-
ty of a "European status" for teachers and

rese rch workers. An agreed t:xt on the status of
modern languages lectors will be submitted to the
CCC and the Committee of Ministers later this
year. The so-called " Special Project Mobility", in
which thirteen countries participate, is beginning

'after a slow start to elicit the practical obstacles
to free movemer.t of post-gradintes. Above all,
tribute must be rayed to the real breakthrough
recently achieved by the European Communities
at the level of proiessional mobility outside the
university, in respect ,f medical doctors.

However, set again ,t fifteen years' work, these
results appear ratter Modest. Worse, when one
asks the fundamr atal question. Is there now more
mobility of st%.1 and students inside Europe than
in, say, 196P The answer, insofar as one can get a
clear picture (for the statistical information avai-
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lable leaves much to be desired), appears to be.
hardly at all. Furthermore there are some very
disquieting signs. In some countries foreign stu-
dents are excluded altogether in certain disciplines
(incidentally this is directly contrary to one of the
1971 Conference recommendations). Numerus clau-
sus is increasing and can be used as a discrimina-
tory weapon against "foreigners". In a period of
economic difficulty there, is a danger of further
restrictive measures. Four years ago all the States
represented in this Conference came out strongly
in favour of greater mobility of staff and students.
On the justifiable assumption that they still be-
lieve this, may I suggest that, if we are not now
to stand still or even go backwards, we need an
assertion or reassertion of political will?

What does this mean? Here are some practical
examples of what*can be done.

In the first place, tell your expert delegates to`the
international organisations that you want action,
not more studies. Tell your civil servants that you
want to see the action recommended in Strasbourg
promptly translated into action at home.

Inform the CCC that, within a given period of time
which should not be too long you wish to See

action taken on'a number of specific points. These
should include, for instance the reactivation, ex-
tension and bringing up to date of the Equivalence
Conventions, the application f* the Agreement 6n
the Continued Payment of
cation of the work on th
cations, the successful co

olarships, intensifi-
eptability of qualifi-

lu s and follow-up
of Special Projept Mobility. Also, the CCC could
usefully study and make recommendationr on the
question of ':sabbatical" leave. And as mentioned
already there is the need to improve moray
statistics.

In all cases national action is the indispensable
complement of international. Indeed the work at
international level is virtually useless without. a
national follow-up. Let us look at an actual, recent
case. Two months ago the Committee of Ministers
took note of an important Declaration On the Appli-
cation of the First European Equivalence ConvV,
tion which had been adopted unanimously be the
CCC. Among other things this Declaration states
that:

"Within the universities a certain percentage of
available places (quota) should be kept open for
foreign students. Although it may nut be possible
to insist that .. this quota should be set between
at least five or ten percent of the places available,
such a percentage might be regarded as having



indicative or target value The c plete exclusion
of .foreign students . would b against the pur:
pose and spirit of the Convention and would also
go against European university tradition."

To sump up there are still too many obstacles to
the mobility of staff and students in Europe This
is no longer a technical question, but calls for poli-
tical resolve. Only Ministers can supply the neces-
sary impulsion, by insisting that they want certain
things done, and done quickly.

I will e
on the
this tim

d this short statement with a few remarks
ituation and significance of education at
as I see it

Throughout the 1960s education was a "growth
industry" in a period of growth It was a sign of
the rising expectations of mankind, and it contri-
buted to increasing those expectations yet further.
In pa'rticular, the highly-educated have come to
think not only that their higher education was
theirs by right, but that it automatically entitled
them to a well-paid job in the academic field or
outside it.

With the present stagnation of economic growth
these optimistic assumptions will be called in
question More stress wikl be laid on the cost-
effectiveness of education. Greater importance
will be attached to education directly useful to
society; in other works to vocatpial and profes-
sional training. Governments will have to fax and
to impose priorities , which, at a time when the
prevailing attitude appears all too often to be
"The world owe's me a living'", may call for some
difficult and unpopular decisions.

Yet, if economic circumstances oblige us to take
a long, hard look at education and to try to
organise it more efficiently we should not be in
any doubt about its fundamental importance
for our free European society In my view
this society, and our democratic institutions,
are threatened more gravely than any time
since the second World War -T er re forces both

ithin and outside our societ ich are working
to undermine it It is one of education's tasks to
see that our children and our citizens do not take
our liberties for granted but, on the contrary,, are
fully conscious of our European heritage and de-
termined to preserve and to defend it!
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Permanent ethication, a framework for recurrent educatibri::

Theory and prattice

Analytical repOrt presented by the Secretariat of the Council of Europe

INTRODUCTION

EDUCATION: THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The concept of "permanent education", which began
to be foimulated and/to find adherents in European
circles in the 1960s, attempts to offer a solution to
the problem of how to adapt educational systems to
present needs both the economic and social needs
of society, and the personal needs of the individual.
Such an adaptation, if effected rapidly enough,
would forestall potentially dangerous conflicts in
society.

The foundations of education systems in Europe
were laid in the 18th and 19th centuries (though
often they reflected the moral, social and cultural
p;eoccupations of still earlier times). Adaptation of
these systems to the vastly different conditions and
concern of the late 20th century is inevitably prov-
ing to be gradual and difficult; the chances of a
successful outcome will however be increased
greatly if the reforms to this end undertaken by
governments follow an agreed unifying concept in
which, for instance, education is seen as an integral
part of the socio-economic and socio-cultural mac-
rocosm. Permanent education provides such a con-
cept.4Recurrent education is seen as a strategy
permitting its realisation.

Nineteenth century educational systems were essen-
tially elitist though the need was recognised, in
varying degrees, to provide at, least minimal in-
struction for persons engaged in manual work, for
reasons both of social justice and of economic effi-
ciency. The introduction of compulsory primary
education for all, and the expansion tot secondary,
technical and higher education, in the late 19th cen-
tury and the first half of the 20th constitute partly
successful attempts to increase equality of opportu-
nity and to modify earlier forms and structures,
under the pressure of urban expansion, increased
social mobility and the necessity for greater profes-
sionalism at all levels imposed by technological de-
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Velopment. After 1950 there was a spectacular
growth of educational provision, which now repre-
sents the largest item in some national budgets.

But, from the point of view of both society and the
citizen, many problems, remain. In the first place
it is hardly likely That the trend towards offering
increasecheducational provision can continue, at
least if it consists essentially as has often been
the case of offering '.'more of.the same" (more
schools, teachers, universities ...). Secondly, the
remedial effects of education-in lessening inequali-
ties have on the whole been much less than was
hoped, Inequalities not remedied at the outset,
at pre-primary and primary level, at preknt often

, determine the whole course of a child's education
and subsequent career. So long as education remains
a largely once-for-all process,.young people who, for'
whatever reason, have not been able to continue
beyond the primary or secondary level, meet great
difficulties if they Attempt to resume the process of
learning in later life. Even those who have followed
higher education may find that the curricula they .149
studied have little relevance to their preoccupations
and problems in "real life"; in particular those who
have chosen the more vocationally oriented subjects
risk seeing their knowledge and methodology rapid-

., ly outdated.

'It is these considerations that have led to the fun-
damental proposition that what is now required is
a flexible system of education which is no longer
centred overwhelmingly on formal schoolin in
childhood and adolescence but, on the contr ry,
extends throughout life, from early childhood to
age. This concept has come to be known as that of
"permanent education".

THE HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE.
CONCEPT OF "PERMANENT EDUCATION"

The Council for Cultural Co-operation (CCC) of the
Council of Europe held in 1966 its first policy debate
on this subject. As a result of this debate a working
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party was .set u to consider problems in permanent
education, and series'of studies was commissioned
irom European perts. By 1970 fifteen studies had
been prepared. 19 saw many important develOp-
inents in the Council of Europe's permanent edu-
cation programme. A Compendium, followed later
by a Synopsis, w4 published. The "development
pattern", now renalted "Fundamentals for an inte-
grated educational policy", was eventually adopted
by the CCC as an official policy document. The
publication of the Fundamentals for an integrated
educational policy marked the end of the first, or
conceptualising stage, of the Council's permanent
education programme, and the beginning of the sec-
ond, stage.

InMarch 1972, the Council for Cultural Co-opera-
tion et up a Steer tig Group on Permanent Educa=
tion or the purpose of evaluating pilot experiments.
The Steering Group, at its first meeting in 1972
selected, on the basis the criteria adopted' previ-
ously, the first six pilot experiments. Visits to the
six experiments were subsequently made by mem-
bers of the Steering Group, who carried out on -the-
spot evaluatioes on the basis of the policy set out
in the Fundamentals and prepared tecEnical dos7
siers.

The Project Director, Mr. B. Schwartz now drew up
the first Consolidated Report on the eiialuation of
the pilot xperiments (1,973) which included an
Analys' vide' for pilot experiments replacing the
earlier selection criteria. On the basis of this Guide-
the Group selected further ten experiments which
were to constitute the second phase of the opera-

. tional stage of the permanerkt education programme -

and in 1974, selected another five experiments
which are to be examined during the third phaSe of
visits.

4
It is perhaps useful to underline the originality of
the approach adopted by the Steering Group. The
study and evaluation of national inhovations, taking
place as it does within the framework of a common
philosophy, is not only valuable in itself, but also
makes possible a "double feedback", the concept of
permanent education, and the ways implementing
such a concept particula; importance being at-
tached to those involving the principle of recurrence

can be further clarified and refined in the light
of information derived from the experiments, the
amended, concept will, in turn, give rise to modified
criteria on which to base future experiments. This
dialectical process of confronting the concept with
realities is thus designed, to be continous and self-
enriching, leading both towards increasing coher-

ence within and between systems and also towards
European harmonisation = if and when it can be
generalised to become a co-operative venture on
a large scale.

THE PRINCIPLE OF RECURRENCE IN THE
COUNCIL OF EUROPE CONCEPT AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS

A fundamental element in the implementation of
thie concept of pet rent educa on is the principle
of recurrence, t t is to say, a exible system of
Alternation bet een,tgTork and st dy. Thus recur-
rence may be een as a strategy for all education
beyond the b sic or compulsory stage. How should
this strategy perate? What bearing would it have
on earlier st ges of the education system? What
changes woul it imply in terms of structures, con-
tent and methods and of the attitude and role of
teachers and learners? How would it be financed?
These are some of the questions which need to be
answered.

The CCC's Synopsis entitled Permanent education:
the basis and essentials says of recurrent educa-
tion: "The sandwich procedure, composed of alter-
nate layers of gainful occupation and education,
should become a dominant feature of post-school
provision". But what should be the relation of
these "alternate layers of gainful occupation and
education" to other stages of the education system?

If such a system of recurrent education 's merely
superimposed upon primary, secondary nd tertiary
structures the result will be both unisfactory
and expensive. The Council of Europe has felt the
need to stress that an educational system embodying
the concepts of permanent education cannot hope to
be ultimately successful unless it evolves as an

,integrated whole, with each part, compulsory and
non-sompulsory, designed in relation to the other.
Such integration might help to avert certain poten-
tial dangers. One such danger is that recurrent edu-
cation, if merely an addendum to existing struc-
tures, might perpetuate and even accentuate present
inequalities in education. If there is no modification
of the earlier stages of education, increased provi-
sions for adults might tend merely to benefit those
social groups most aware of the importance of edu-
cation and most able to take advantage of it under
the present system. The generalised introduction of
pre-school education might help to solve this prob-
lem, so might the integration of the later stages O
"formal" education with post-work (recurrent) edu,.
cation.

p



Certainly the concept has consequences for upper
secondary and for tertiary education, the duration
of which there has been a tendency to lengthen.
Longer studies are costly, furthermore, by post-
poning the entry of young people into active work-
ing life, they widen the gulf between those who pro-
long their education and those who leave school
early. There appears now to be a growing consensus
that young persons should be ehabled and encour-
aged to assume professional responsibility as early
as possible. The corollary is however that, after a
period of work, they must have real opportunities
to acquire further training and education.

Upper secondary education would thus come to be
regarded, in a sense, as the first stage ofjecurrent
education and subsequent studies would be under-
taken intermittently during working life instead
of continuously under a tertiary s, ter j sorting
to .enable students to "complet
This merging of upper seconda
cation into a recurrent educat
tion to implementing a view
heuristic and continuous instea

their educa
and tertiary edu-

n system, in addl.-
f education hat is
of prescri tive and

finite, may be expected to bring benefits in the field
of social communication. Since many more young
people would combine working
early stage, the social gulfs w
tion systems seem unable to
narrowed, and com
begin to appear.

ife and study at an
ich present .educa-
radicate should be

of reference should

Another important factor is that recurrent educa-
tion, with its constant interplay between learning
and occupational activities, would have a profound
influence on irrelevant elements at all levels of the
education system.' In the past, a preconceived image
of the world and man was translated (and was
easily translatable) into set curricula covering an
encyclopedic range of sujets. There are two rea-
sons why this is unlikely to happen in the future.
The encyclopedia has become unmanageable and
questionable, and the trends are towards. both
equality and personal fulfilment within a demo-
cratic society, away from- an elitist society. In many
of the new problem centred learning situaions that
are emerging in the context of recurrent kducation
the "academic" type, of learning is neither possible
nor wanted, thus the set curricula and traditional
subject gradation lose some of their relevance, and
a new concept of "knowledge" seems to evolve.

The greater motivation likely to result from a more
relevant education has another dimension. The "de-
hierarchisation" of the curriculum would remove
another contributory cause of non-motivation in
the young learner (it is a basic aim of pernianent

education to promote the individual's will and
capacity to learn so that he may continue to develop

at) his psychological and social potential). At present,
much early education is competitive, with the abil-
ity to pass an examination at a given moment in a
subject area carrying particular.status classed as
"success". Such a system may have undesirable
psychological effects. Many people, following "fail-
ure" at school, think of themselves as unfit for any
further education, or, at best, as capable of pursuing
only narrow vocational training classified as infe-
rior in the educational hierarchy. In order that
young people should both desire and be able to
continue their education, the somewhat artificial
distinction tween vocational and non-vocational
educatio ould be reduced, and the set curricula
of secondary education abandoned in favour of a
flexibl: cross-disciplinary system offering a maxi-
mu individual choices to correspond to different

udes. The student's progess would be meas-
ured by means of continuous aAsessment, including
an element of joint evaluation by teacher and learn-
er. This emphasis on participation, both in the
choice of courses and through self-evaluation,
should help to bring about a change of attitude.in
those pupils less "successful" under existing edu-
cattnal structures, who at present often have a
hostile attitude to th rning situation and regard
education as somethi posed by others, to be
"undergone".

Of paramount importance 'en bringing about the
necessary 'changes in the compulsory stages of edu-
cation, and in thus making the' successful imple-
mentation of recurrent education possible, is the
role and attitude of teachers. Schools should not be
"little islands with their own way of life", largely
isolated from the outsideiworld. In the past teachers
found their job satisfaction in preparing children
within an almost hermetic situation for their entry
into adult life: the teacher's own work situation,
unlike that of other professions, provided little
contact with the "real world", and little incentive
to bridge the gap between the two worlds Such
isolation is neither inevitable nor desirable, and it
is one of the main reasons for the accusations of
"irrelevance" levelled against the instruction dis-
pensed by schools.

The integration of the present compulsory schooling
period with recurrent education, within the overall
framework of a system of permanent education,
will have beneficial effects upon the school and
provide new opportunities for the teacher. The
school might well become a base for integrated
community facilities in the future patterns of urban
and rural development. Schools transformed in this



way.would provide the basis for a smooth transition
into a recurrent education system including com-
munity service programmes as a mixed learning/
work experience.

Large numbers of part-time, non professional
(though not untrained) teachers and "animators"
will be required. Co-operation between the profes-
sional teacher and these part-time agents will facil-
itate thq necessary integration between school and
out-of-school education.

llo attain its objectives all education, whether prior
to or intermittent with active working life, must be
viewed as one integrated, logical whole. As a nec-
essary consequence of this view (and also as a
means of implementing it), the concepts and me-
thodoOgy of recurrent education must be appl i d
also to earlier stages of the education system

PILOT EXPERIMENTS IN PERMANENT EDUCATION

The CCC adopted the theme of permanent edu-
cation as the first of a series of Intensive Projects
in the educational and cultural field. The "executive
body" of the Project, the Steering Group on Per-
manent Education, is composed of experts from
member countries of the Council of Europe, headed
by a Project DirectOr. The SteeringGroup has the
following mandate.

to select for study (from proposals submitted by
member governments) experiments in education
at all 'levels being carried out in member counT,
tries, which appear to be attempting to imple-
ment concepts similar to those evolved during
the "conceptualising phase" of the CCC's study
of permanent education, as set out in particular
in the Fundamentals for an integrated educa-
tional policy. The selection of experiments was
to be made on the basis of preliminary "Criteria
drawn up for this purpose. These criteria were
then developed gradually into an enlarged set
of principles contained in a Analysis Guide,

to visit the selected experiments "in situ", and
to report the impressions gained from these
visits, using for that purpose ,the Criteria, or,
later, the Analysis Guide. A consolidated report
by the Project Director was to be produced on
each series of visits

The purpose of these visits and their evaluatign is
twofold:

to discover how far and in what way each e
periment could be said to represent a step to-
wards the realisation of an overall system of
permanent education,

to refine and improve, in the light of concrete
observations made during the visits, the ana-
lytical principles used in selecting and eval-
uating the experunents, that is to say in parti-
cular the "Analysis Guide".

Since the Analysis Guzde has become the corner-
stone of the analytical activity of the Steering,
Group, it is perhaps useful to give here a brief
indication of its nature The 1973 guide enunciated
a set of policy principles which would need to be
implemented if the aims of permanent education
ara to be achieved. The ex'periments visited are
examined in relation to thesT 'policy principles to
discover,. for example, whether similar principles
are being implemented, if so, what positive results
appear to be achieved, what obstacles there may be
to implementing some of the principles, what prac-

tical problems their implementation raises, etcetera.
On the basis of the experience gained from the first
and second %phases of visits, the Project Director
has recently prepared a more highly elaborated
version of the "Analysis Guide" (July 1974) 'which
will be used in future stages of the Steering Gr-oup's
activities to-

The first and second phases of visits to experiments
have now been concluded, with a total of sixteen;
experiments studied six during the first phase
(Consolidated Report. September 1973) and ten
during the second phase (Consolidated Report, July
1974) The two Consolidated Reports have analysed
the pilot experimen in the .light of the Analysis
Guide, the first gru ing them simply fox this pur-
pose into two levels namely, experiments con-
cerned with young pupils and those concerned with
adults, the second presenting a fourfold grouping
of pre-school, primary low er secondary, wiper sec-
ondary, and adult education The 1974 Consolidated
Report considers all sixteen experiments, while,
how ever, occasionally referring the reader to the
earlier Report for details of experiments studied
during the first phase The grouping into lee els is
the subject of a word -of explanation, indeed, of
half - apology, by the Project Director (Consolidated
Report 1974), for the aim of permanent education is
to promote an integrated system where the rigid
boundaries between different "levels" Null be to
some extent effaced It is explained.howevet, that
this conventional presentation has been adopted
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for two reasons. first for its practical convenience
as a working'tool for the Steering Group, and
secondly, because the concept of permanent edu-
cation has not yet sufficiently evolved to permit at
present a satisfactory alternative grouping. With
these comments in mind, the grouping into levels
will be retained in the assessment of the experi-
ments thV4.-f ollows. Before considering this,'it will /
perhaps be useful to indicate here very briefly
plans for the continuation of the permanent edu-
cation Project. Five.experiments have,already been
selected for study during 1,974-75, with a third
Report to appear in the summer of 1975. Four more
phases of study are planned in all (including phase
three, 1974-75, already mentioned). The concluding
report, and discussions by the Steering Group are
thus planned fpr autumn 1978.

ASSESSMEN F THE EXPERIMENTS stumEy,,,,

In the following account of the sixteen experiments
sttudied, no attempt will be made to describe each

eriment in detail. Rather, attention will be fo-
ci' ed on the aims and achievements of the ex-
periments, showing to'what extent these have pro-
vided concrete illustration of the principles of per-
maneq/pclucation as
and,itesUmed in the Ana
itself -is to some extent a
rentals for an integrated e
the 1974 Consolidated Rep
semble ideal? against whi
been studied. Since each

ed by the./.CCC's Project
sis Guide. The Guide
mmary of the Funda-
ucational policy, which
rt refers to as the "en-

the experiments have
periment is considered

to represent a tentative move in the direction .of
realising this ideal, the Report stresses the impor-
taw of indicating not only the strengths but also,
and in particular, the weaknesses that seem likely
to hamper the progress of an experiment. towards
its objective.

A Pre-school education: nursery schools

Experiments studied: Malmo, Sweden'
Paris region and Grenoble-,
Villeneuve, France

The importance of pre-school (in the sense of pre-
compulsory school) education is now widely re-
cognised in Europe. In Western European countries,
compulsory schooling begins between the ages of
5 and 7 years. Many of these countries, however,
also seek to make available tcA very young children
below school age some form of non-compulgbry
education. A fundamental aim of such education,
made explicit in every case, is to attempt to coun-
teract from the earliest possible age natural and
socio-cultural inequalities, by providing the same
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educational opportunities for all children from the
very beginning, and by taking early remedial and
support action in the case of those presenting an
actual or potential handicap. It is argued that, since

1 the basis of the adtilt" personality is laid in very
early childhood, before the compulsory school age,
an attempt must be made to aid its positive
veloprnent.

The basic aims of pre-school education as exempli-
fied in the Swedish and French experiments studied,
may. thus be stated briefly as follows. .

to develop the psychological independence of the
child;

to promote equality of opportunity;

to ,create links between pre-school and primary
education (thus mitigating the difficulties that
many children experience. in adapting to the
first years of compulsory schooling)

. .

It will be seen that the two major dimensions of
education, as set out in the Analysis Guide, the psy-
chological and the social, are clearly and con-
sciously reflected in this earliest stage of the edu-
cational process. We shall first examine the steps
taken to achieve the aims defined above, and then
consider the obstacjes to their achievement.

In attempting, to develop the psychological inde-
pendence of the chill, the nursery schools are seek-
ing, in the words of the report OD the French ex-
periments, to "lay the fosindations in the earliest
possible years for personalities which are out-going,
expressive, creative, confident and compassionate".
The aim is to present to the children a wide range
of activities adapted to their particular motivations,
and to allow them as much freedom as possible in
carrying out and choosing between these activities,
so that the child's experiences are individual "ad-
ventures", guided and studied by the teachers. An
attempt is made to avoid imposing any rigid pro-
gramme or prematurely trying to "instill kno,w-
ledge". The accent is thus on action and creativity,
with tlfeexplpration of the environment playing an
important role. The activities are selected to pro-
mote the child's development in -various spheres.
Successful social contact with the other children, for
instance, through collective games and projects
carried out in groups, favour his socio-emotive de-
velopment. Deliberate activities with a given end in
mind help his sensory-motor development. The pace
of development is geared to the individual child,
when a child is ready to move on to new, more
challenging activities, the teacher will present new
possibilities to hinuoghe whole approach is thus



aimed at developing the child's autonomy, with the
process of learning having, obvious priority over
content. The report on the French experiments
noted that, while there was no observable pressure
on the children to learn to read, write, calculate or
acquire subject knowledge, "as a result of their play
and free experience, with the careful influence of
the teachers, most of them have mastered the
rudiments of numeracy and literacy by the time
they are 6".

The Steering Group hive found that certain diffi-
culties are at present hampering the attempts of
the nursery schools studied to further the children's
development as described above. To begin with,
there were often too many children in a class (in
France, in 1971, nearly 18 °,o of classes numbered
more thaq,45 children), thus preventing the teachers
from according the essential individual attention to
each child. In some schools, there were not enough
non-teacking aids to help with routine tasks, the
teachers were thus not sufficiently free to carry out
their primary role of observing and guiding the
children in their creative activities. The amount of

---money made available by municipalities in France
for nursery schools varies from place to place, and
in some cases schools show a relative lack of equip-
ment, which inevitably limits the range of activities
available to the children. Again, the architecture of
the schools and the media in use are not always
ideally adapted to the needs they serve. The Gfoup
wished also to draw attention to the danger of a
tendency to create an artificial environment adapt-
ed tai the child, by overprotecting him and reducing
everything to his scale, thus running counter to the
intention of aiding the child to explore the Teal
world. This endency was observed in both France
and Sweden, though in Grenoble, where it was
recognised, a conscious attempt was being made to
counteract it. This artificiality is reinforced in both
countries by the absenceof male teachers at nursery
level; the child at nursery school lives in an all-
female world. There is one exception: there is one
male teacher at the "Buttes" infant school in
Grenoble. For the moment, however, this remains
an isolated case.

e second cardinal aim of the nursery schools,
.t of promoting equality of educational opportu-
`nity, may perhaps be taken together with the third
expressed aim, that of creating links between pre-
school and primary education, because of the ob-
vious connection betWeen the two. The nursery
schools seek first to promote equality by making
available "a positively educational and cultural ex-
perience" to all very young children. In both France
and Sweden, there is in addition, provision for

guidance and compensatory education for those
children showing early handicaps. In Sweden, a
study is made of the "social handicap" phenomenon,
and of means of remedying it in the nursery school
environment. In France, a "groupe d'aide psycho-
peclagogique", including a psychologist and reme-
dial experts, is available to nursery schools. It is
obvious however, that the attempt to palliate early
.handicaps, whether social or natural, will be much
less effective if no continuity is observed between
the initial educational experience and the subse-
quent stages of the education system.

At present, in both France and Sweden, the psycho-
logical environment and the aims and methods of
primary education often differ strongly from those
of the nursery schools as just described. The marked
difference in atmosphere between the two types of
school reflects different conceptions on the part of
teachers of their role and aims. Many primary and
secondary schools are also still characterised by the
hierarchisation of knowledge, the classifiCation of
aptitudes and the low pirority accorded to concrete
experience and spontaneity of expression. This
abrupt change presents proble to many children.
We see here the importan of a basic principle of
permanent education, na ly the insistence on a
coherent continuousp,stem.

As regards the transition from nursery to primary
school, in both French and Swedish experiments
studied, practical Steps are being taken. In Sweden,
there are plans for teachers at primary'and nursery
level to receive a comparable training at the same
type of training establishment. In France, this
situation already exists, since nursery school teach-
ers receive the same training (that of "institutrice")
as primary school teachers. (The 1974 Consolidated

-Repo,rt points out, however, that it is sometimes
argued that this level of training is not necessary
for nursery school staff, and that 'there is a danger
that their status and training requirements might be
reduced. The Report constantly. stresses that the
nursery. school has clear educational aims which
require its eventual integration into the education
system.) In the Swedish schools visited, a serious
attempt is made to integrate the last year of nursery
school with the first year of primary school (the
latter begins in Sweden at 7 years). A common
programme of activities (in the from of a "catalogue
of educational situations") has been drawn up for 6
and 7 year old children. In the Malmo region, 6 year
91d children spend half-days in primary schools,
while some primary school children return for re-
education activities to the nursery schools. In the
Grenoble experiment in Prance, the primary schools.
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apply the' methods used, in the nursery schools as
described above, with the development of autonomy
still a principal aim. Architecturally, the two types
of school are not separated here, in addition, the
teacher of the last year of nursery school (5 years
old in France) accompanies the- group into the
primary school for the first two years, thus ensuring
the maximum possible continuity.

,Another factor in promoting equality of opportunity
is the information, or, in a sense, the education of
parents. Attempts are being made to establish the
necessary continuity between the home and school
env ironment by associating parents with the work
of the school. In France, parents have free access to
nursery schools, in Grenoble, courses are arranged

to train mothers as non-teaching assistants. The
Steering Group noted a difficulty here, in that the
parents most disposed to participate in the school's

. activities were those who were already the most
- conscious of the educational aims, (in the wide

sense) of the nursery school, namely parents from
the more favoured socio-economic bacitgrounds

The Steering Group noted a final obstacle to the
achievement of the promotion of equality oppor-
tunity. the fact that, in both France and Sweden,
pre-school education is not yet universally available
or universally frequented. This factor per se" is
obviously responsible for furthering inequalities In
both countries, attempts are being made to increase
the number of nursery school places available

Primary and lower /upper secondary education

iExperiments studied Primary school Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Primary and lower secondary level. Grenoble (Villeneuve) France
Lower secondary level (Parents' schoop Geneva, Switzerland
Upper secondary level. a) Norway (national reform),

b) North Rhine-Westphalia, Federal Republic of Germarfy
Primary and lower /upper -secondary levels (Schools Council). United Kingdom.

sP

The experiments studied at these levels cover a
wide range, but are to some extent linked by a
similarity of aim and the influence (sometime
negative) of one level upon another. With regard
to the two experiments studied at primary and
lower secondary level (Oxfordshire, United King-
dom and Grenoble, France), the Grenoble ex-
periment held particular interest since the nursery
schools w.ere also studied there, and it was thus
able to provide a concrete example of continuity
from nurs ery to lower secondar,y leNiel. At Grenoble,
both primary schools (6-11 years old) and CES
(Colleges d'Enseignement Secondaire, 12-16 years
old) were studied, in Oxfordshire, the Steering
Group visited "Open area schools grouping children
at primary (5-9 years)find middle school (10-13
years) level.

The explicit aims of the Villeneuve sch9ols and the
Open Area Schools are the same. namely, the
furtherance of the full development of the child,
in terms of his self-realisation, independence and
socialisation, and the promotion of equality of
educational opportunity. To achieve these ends, the
methods of the nursery schools as described above
have to some extent been applied at primary and
lower secondary level, though, Of course, .with
differences that reflect the different requirements
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of older children. There is the same concern for
individualised learning, with the child following his
own rhythm and choosing his own methods and
resources. In practical terms, the first step to
achieving this was the breaking-open of the tra-
ditional class, defined as a group,. of children of the
sane age covering the same prograrrttne during the
same period, for such a class does not permit the
individualisation Just referred to Once the class no
longer exists, there is no further Justification for
streaming" Fixed timetables and programmes can

be abandoned, to be replaced by a series of concrete
tasks, in which children of different aptitudes and
ages can participate, and where individual progress
can be measured. Children work at these tasks in
small groups (or sometimes on their own).

In the United Klogdom experiment, positive use
was madedra-0 differences by a system of "vertical

.1

grouping". In tiffs way, the more adnced children
are able to help the others, but tasks are divided
between individuals so that the teachers can stimu-
late the most gifted and at the same time help the
slower pupils At Grenoble, the "y ears" are replaced
by three-year cycles (the first, as we have seen,
including the last year of nursery school) In this
way, 'the child is more easily able to follow his own
rhythm of development. In both the French and



British schools. an attempt has also been made to
break open the compartmentalised discipline by
presenting to the children tasks or activities that are
essentially cross-disciplinary, by 'integrating tra-
ditional areas of study, this has giyen rise to what
is known in the United Kingdom as the ' integrated
day- A basic principle of these schools is that.
amongst the tasks proposed to them, the children
hat e to some extent a choice of activities. Th re
thus more highly "motivated- than children
schools where ,everything is imposed from outside,
and should thus work more readily and learn more
successtully. The claim of these schools is that the
child in such a situation learns at least as much as the
child in a traditional school. while at the same time
developing his personality. creativeness and inde-
pendence At these. as at more traditional schools.
the child must acquire certain basic skills in the
words of the 1974 Consolidated Report, "There are
a certain number of skills that a child must acquire
in order to become Independent". Thus, the basic
"languages". verbal and mathematical, have to be
learned. but learned through their use in a wide
multi-disciplinary context.

On the question of choice of content, it was found,
inevitably. that at Grenoble. for example. there was
more freedom in the primary schools than a't the
CES where the contents were to some tent
imposed by the tequireme is oflater stagese&lu-
cation. It washere that the lem of the mutual
Influence of vanous levels of education. and the
need for integration into an overall system with a
common philosophy, became once again apparent
At the Grenoble CES. though the contents of educa-
tion were in part predetermined. pupils still had a
certain freedom in choosing how (through which
activities) and when they should be studied The
links between the primary schools and the CES at
Grenoble functioned well, though the CES teachers
each formed in a separate discipline, ad more
difficulty in adapting to teamwork an 1 a multi-
disciplinary approach than the "institteturs- of the
primary schools, whose training was in Itself plum-
dicciplinary. The Steering Group noted In some
cases a lack of co-operation between the CES and
the "lycees... to which a number of pupils go on
leaving the CES at 16 Similarly, In the United

tKingdom. the primary Id middle- schools wOrked
cl ,ely together on a common programme, but
there seemed to be little contact between them and
the upper secondary level

The pedagogic methods at both the Fruoch and
British .schools were based on the goal-oriented
approach A SCI ICS of tasks arc grten to the pupils
who. with the guidance of the teachers. choose the

c

means of carrcing them ou e study of the
enc irodment is often a central tile,,Ine. The Steering
Group noted a successful project ,atsa school in the
United Kingdom, where children 0 10-12 Years
of age, divided ,In groups of about ten pupils, made
a study of the environment divided into ten chap-
ters '. demonstra interdependent though cotering
what are tr Won lly separate fields, The 1973
Consolidated Report notes The envirnriment is
studied as a eCosystem within which plan is an
essential factor. the chapter,cot er the prehistorical,
historical. geological and geographic aspects, the
natural Is4 e ces (resources). the etonomy,qerv, n and
r. . A plating, communications etc. ,..'. The
Report points out that all the basic skills were
used by pupils on this project. writing, ke.tdIng,
calculating. drawing, obrierting phenomena in
context, using documentarc material Visits were
made outside the school The pupils14ere appakentic
so* well motivated by thisactiyitc that thec worked
on it in their own time, at home and elsewhere{;

.it.

The activities of Pupils in these schdols in b;14-1
countries was subject to constant evaluation by the
teachers and by the pupils themselves. One can
speak, according to\ the Consolidated Report.. in
terms of an ideal of "assisted self-education' The
Report noted a very i portant aspect of this in the-71

contest of these schools. where all the children are
not doing the same thing at the same time. it is
easier for teachers VI devote time to compensatory
education for those pcipils who need it, and much
attention is paid to this jai; all the schools visitql
The teachers work in teams. assuming the role of
tutors rather than masters. their relationship with
the pupils is thus modified. becoming easier and
more informal. The Steering Group noted partic-
ularly in France. ceitarn \problems of adaptation of
teachers to their new rol &. due to a lack of training
and support The inadeqUate use made of modern
media in both countries was due in part.'the Group
felt. to a-reluctance on t t part of teachers. who
were unfamiliar with the as aids to independent
work by pupils .

The multi-disciplinarity o
ferred to earlier has the
these schools the traditiona
In them.ernanual and-artis
portance they are not gen
tional curricula In the Bri
dominant role IA:a:, par ticu
place in both countries wad sun accorded to certain
disciplines this was due ,Ito the' influence of later
educational rt quit ements,' tht rn,el% es Outer non. d
bt societc s scale of ,alues The problem of the
relatit e neglet in the Fr& nch CES of al acto, re

the pupils tasks as re-
ffect of attenuating in
hierarchy of discipIix

lc activities have an =-
Tally accorded in trade-
Ish primary school their
ark evident If a central
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es was accentuated
of staff, quite insu
respect, which had to
in Grenoble by special arrangements that might be

/
difficult to generalise elsewhere. Since artistic acti-
vity is important in the development of the creative
capacities, the Stea= Group felt that its com-
parative neglect w erious omission.

y
sent for the needs in this
me extent been compensated

the centralised allocation

A final important point was noted in connection
with these schsols in both France, and the United
Kingdom. the oNning of the school both internally
and onto the outside world. The Steering Group
noted the importance of architecture in this connec-
tion. The Open Area Schools in Britain are so called
because of their construction in "wings" built
around an open space, to allow for group activities
and free movement within the school. The same
pnnciple of free movement internally is present at
Grenoble, where the whole Villeneuve complex is
designed in this manner. Equally important, the
schools are open to the outside world. In Grenoble,
many of the buildings and facilities are available
to the adult community, and the workshops or
laboratories, for instance, may be used simultane-
ously by children and their parents. There is thus a
degree of interchange between school and daily life
outside school, with some activities taking place
outside school walls. In this way, the notion of
school as a separate,: artificial world is gradually
being effaced. The participation of parents is ac-
tively sought in both countries, in some cases (as
we have already seen with regard to the nursery
schools) they act as auxiliaries to the teachers,
bringing with them their own professional ex-
perience. This partidleation'can sometimes, how-
ever, be a constraint to innovation, because the
parents bring with them memories of an earlier
education system, and often reflect the ideology
and the social system within which they live, and
thus are resistant to change.

Another experiment studied by the Steering Group
concerns directly parent participation in the process
of educational change. this is the Parents' School
in Geneva, Switzerland. This Parents' School is
attached to a lower secondary school project intro-
duced in 1962 in the canton of Geneva. The aim of
the project, known as the "Cycle d'Oilientation",
is to provide an integrated school system, where
counselling plays an imporTpt role, for children in
the 12-15 age group. In 1966 parents of these
children were invited to attend evening courses
(generally on one day a week) in order to famil-
iarise themselves with their children's work and.
with the methods used in the schools, to enable
them to make contact with the teachers, and also to
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refresh or extend their knowledge. The parents use
the same textbooks as their children and are taught .

by the same teachers. In connection with this ex-
periment it was noted by the Steering Group that
the parents (wanting to help their children) showed
little sign of any independent initiative,. and were
more of a brake than a stimulant to any innovative
activities, for the reasons mentioned above.

In the particular sphere of change 'constituted by
curriculum reform, the Steering Group studied the
work of the Schools Council in the United Kingdom.
The Schools Council was founded in 1964, and has
as its aim "to promote education by carrying out
research into and keeping under review the curric-
ula, teaching methods and examinations in schools".
It is concerned with both the primary and lowef'
upper secondary levels of school education. The
Council is an independent body financed equally by
the Department of Education and Science and the
local education authorities. The essential principle
of the Council,_and its originality, is that the teach-
ers themselves should be the agents of educational
innovation, and thus play a dominant role in cur-
`iculurn development. Though members of the
Council represent a wide range of educational and
political interests, a majority of members, both of
the Governing Council and all subordinate commit-
tees, are serving teachers. In certain of its projets,

-The Steering Group found that the Sthools Council
was also actively interested in new teaching
methods, including the use of media, and in pro-
moting the individualisation of learning. On the
other hand, it noted that neither 'parents nor pupils
were in any way involved in the Council's decisions.

The Steering Group studied two projects at the
upper seAndary level of education (16-19 years
old), one in the Federal Republic of Germany kthe
"Kollegschule" project in North Rhine-Westpha ia)
and the other in Norway (a national reform of this
level of education). The word "project" is here more
correctly used than "experiment", since both pro-
jects when studied were still largely in the planning
stage. (In Norway, one or two pro type schools
were in existence, but the law g ralising the ex-
periment had not yet been passed.)

In most European countries, the period of compul-
sory schooling ends at age 16. After this, many
young people (from 35 to 60 0,0 depending on the
country) go straight into working life. The remain-
der continue with some from of education, but in
general at this stage they must choose between two
kinds. a vocational training that prepares them for
some well-defined activity, or a continuation of
their general education. This latter prepares, them



often for en ance to a university or some other
form of terti ry education. Thus, at 16, an'irrevers-
iblechoice often made, for the two types of edu-
cation usu lly take place in distinct institutions,
with no c tact between the two .branches. As the
1974 Con hdated Report points out, this separati n
reproduc s more or less exactly a "socio-polit al
cleavag '. Many European countries are now s k-
ing to tnedy this divisive satiation, and the G
man a d Norwegian projects studied are examples
of thi attempt. The aim is to integrate the two
separ to systems into a single school, with the
obj of giving equal status to the two types
edu tion and of delaying as long as possible a filial
orie tation. Within this single school, pupils may
fol w (in differing degrees) courses hitherto re-
se ed exclusively for the other branch In the
G rman project, this intention is particularly clear
p pils spend 25 °,0 of their time on a common core,
ai further 25 0/0 on freve options, and the remaining
60 01`o of study in depth of a multi-disciplinary area
that corresponds to a "professional profile". that, for
Instance, of an electrician, a physicist or an histo-
rian. .

1

iThe reform of basic structures is thus the prior aim
of both the German and Nqrwegian projects; but
the 1974 Consolidated Report points out that, to be
effective, such a reform must go hand in hand with
a reform of "pmrational methods'} By this, it is
meant that tWeducation given must be conceived

_as learner-centred and ha4ed on individual motive-.,
t*, which implies choice on the part of the pupils,
guided by the teachers. The Report felt that some of
the opposition to the reform manifested in Norway,
for instance, was due to the fact that its opponents
were thinking in terms of traditional teaching
methods, which are difficult to apply to the mixing
df pupils with different abilities and backgrounds
that is central to the reform. This underlines once"
again the essential 'Unity of permanent education

!principles; structural and pedagogic changes are
'''inseparable, just as different stages of the education
.system cannot be considered in isolation. The Report
noted that it was impossible to say at this early
stage with regard to the two experimenti studied
if the clear intention to achieve structural change
would succeed in inducing the necessary transfor-
mation of methods.

There was already evidence that attention was
being paid to the fundamental aspect of choice and
guidance, particularly in the case of the German
project. 75 0/0 of the courses constituting the "Kol-
legschule" programme are left to the choice of the
pupil (with varying degrees of restriction). The
choice is made by what is described as a "negocia-

tion" between pupils and teachers, thus reinforcing
the notion of the teacher as guide and the educa-
tional process as one of participation between pupils
and teachers. The Report notes the danger that the
teachers, in the advice they offer, and the pupils
or their families, in their-preferences, will be in-
fluenced by the current scale of values established
by society. It remarks that "in our present-day
societes, no educational institution can prevent cer-
tain options being considered as negative, since the
individual's social and economic status is generally
linked to his professional role". This problem is
signalled again by the existence of "social advance-
ment" courses for adults. As the Report indicates,
within a fully.realised permanent education system
there shbuldbe no need for such courses.

Two important questions are raised again here that
have already occurred in connection with the ex-
periments discussed earlier. those of the link be-
tween one "level" of education and another, and
between the educational institution in question and
the "outside world". In neither the German nor the
Norwegian project was there any indication that
thought had been given to the relationship between
the new upper secondary education being intro-
duced, and the various forms of tertiary education,
including their possible rne,dification. On the rela-
tionship between the new single school and the non-
school world, an important innovation was noted in
Norway, where it was proposed that adults should
be able to attend the school. for professional reorien-
tation or a return to general studies. The Consoli-
dated Report points out, however, that in order to
make this a practical possibility a method of organi-
sation and evaluation such as the unit/credit system
wild have to be introduced; the use of this system
wal indeed planned in the "Kollegschule" in Ger-
many, The German project also included the use
of the "sandwich principle" (as a first step towards
recurrent education), where young people at work
received their vocational training by spending one
term a year over a three-year period in full-time
study. The Report wonders however, whether this
initiative does not stem rather from the impossir
bility of receiving all these pupils at school rather
than from the desire to fuse into one thg learning
and working environments. It was noted that the
German experiment was also very aware of the
socialising role of education..The compulsory "com-
mon core" includes a course on politics and socio-
economics, designed to make pupils conscious of
their social environment and of their possibilities
of influencing it. The use of group activities or
shared tasks as a means of aiding pupils to assume
their social role did not appear as a factor in either
experiment.
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Finally, the German project showed an important
advance in the direction of goal-oriented learning.
At the Kollegschule, the pupil may, for instance,
choose to acquire the techniques-needed by an ex-
perimental scientist without limiting himself to one
particular field of scientific #nquiry. The required

Adult education
Experiments studied:

aptitudes zdid their application are the motive fac-
tor of the learning process. It is an important prin-

. ciple of permanent education that it is desirable to
acquire capacities rather than to amass knowledge.
that mastery of the means of expression can be
acquired independently of the matter expressed-.

Open University (United Kingdom)
Trade Union Education (Belgium)
Study Circles (Sweden)
Collective education: Merlebach Coal Basin (France)
Educational television for rural development (F.rance)
Community development, Bari (Italy)
Cultural development, Jura ,(Switzerland)
Industrial democracy (Norway)
Folk High Schools (Netherlands)

The nine experiments studied by the Steering
Group that relate to adult education have to be
examined in a rathi r different light from those
concerned with the education of young pupils. In
the case of the young, the essential problem is the
need to improve an existing system by making pos-
sible fuller personal development and ensuring
greater equality of uppurtunity. In the case of adults,
the question is une up-creating a system where none
exists, what kind of a system should we aim at, and
how should It be integrated with earlier stages of
education to provide one coherent whole? The 'exi
periments studied here have been considered prin-
cipally in the light of what their place and contri-
bution might be in some future structure of adult
education. The elements constituted by the indi-
vidual experiments have thus been set against the
potential ''whole" of the education of adults within
a permanent education system.

The outline typology of adult education used in the
1974 Consolidated Report has been followed here.
Using the variables of widividual collective educa-
tion for individual 'collective development, the Re-
port distinguishes three broad groupings indiv idual
education for individual development, inch% idual
education for individual and collective develop-
ment, collective education for collective and indi-
vidual development. Within the last group, different
sub-catggories are eMpblished. The Report empha-
sises that the groupings are provisional, but they
are retained here for convenience of presentation.

Individual education fur individual development

a Open University
Only one experiment is included within the fast
category (individual education for individual de-

velopment), that of the Open University in the
United Kingdom. The Open University began teach-
ing in 1971. It aims to provide for the adult po-
pulation and with equality of opportunity in mind,
the option of a university education equivalent in
quality and in market value to other existing
forms of university education". No formal qualifi-
cations are required for admission. Students mostly
study at'home in their spare time, in addition, there
is a network of local study centres with tutors and
counsellors available. Summelr schools are also
organised. Each course ;.oilowed earns a credit,
credits are accumulated towards a degree In addi-
tion to the specialised courses (grouped within tra-
ditional faculties) there are two compulsory foun-
dation courses which are multi - disciplinary. Teach-
ing takes place.by- means of a multi-media system
of correspondence texts, television and radio
broadcasts, group and individual tuition and the
residential summer courses already mentioned.

Two major points retained the interest of the
Steering Group with regard to this experiment. the
first was the organisational aspect of the project,
and the second, problems encountered in connec-
tion with its aim to promote equality of opportuni-
ty. The Group felt that the attempt to establish a
multi-media system at this advanced level was a
useful example in terms of their enquiry into
permanent education The need, if adult education
is to be generalised, to overcome time and space
constraints had been fulfilled here by the use of the
mass media and the recording of broadcasts made.
The tutor counselling system, indispensable In any
form of education where independent study plays a
major "part, was well developed. Certain problems,
however, were noted The last conceit-led the ques,
tion of how the evaluation criteria of the strictly



. .
formal academic world of the Open University
might be modified to take account of knowledge

. gained by students from the world of work. This in
.turn raised the larger and fundamental question of
what kind of role the university should play in a
permanent education system. what kind of "higher4ducation" should we 'seek to provide for adults?

e 1974 Consolidated Report remarks. "The Open
iversity represents a v. ay of organising univer-

sity education so as to make it ore accessible to
a adults, it achieves this without caljling.into question

university education as such". A further problem
concerned the Open University's aim to promote
equality of,ppportunity. In this connection, enrol-

1 nient quilts were established in an attempt to
ensure that places were kept available for certain
less privileged social categories. The result was
that the quotas fixed for these categories were

' _barely filled, if at all. This illustrates the difficulty
of remedying inequalities at so late a stage of the
education system. The 1973 Consolidated Report
concludes that it js msential to concentrate on
organising eqi,klity of opportunity at pre-:university
level, and also that an attempt should be made to.
reddfine the role-of the university with adult stu-
dents in mind.

Individual education for individual and collective
development

a. Belgian trade union education

Two experiments fall within the grouping "Indivi-
dual education for individual and collective devel-
opment". The first is a Belgian experiment con-
cerned with trade union education. This experiment
is. both for its aims and its techniquesi
It constitutes an attempt to promote individual de-
velopment in the service of a collective project
that of gpabling participants to become agents of
social change. The courses, which are based largely
on socio-economic and political themes, are in part
subsidised by the Belgian Government. They are
held on Saturdays, and are reinforced by small dis-
cussion groups which meet during the week in
participants' homes Besides the social and economic
sciences. philosophy, law, mathematics arid the
natural sciences are among subjects taught: A
course in "method and expression" is given during
the first three years of the four-years curriculum.
The aim of the courses is to promote "active com-
mrttment to social life" through "socio-cultural and
socio-economic action".

Certain techniques used in this experiment reflected
closely permanent education concepts. In an attempt
to suppress the "dichotomy" between learning and
active life, many seminars take as their starting

point issues of daily life at home, work or in the
community. Ina further attempt at deschoolmg ",
great stress is placed on self-management. Parti-
cipants and animateurs between them on the cur-
riculum and tutors for the coming year. Television
is used as a moti anon to study, and a large number.
of clubs have been established where students
meet to iew and discuss the programmes. Also ,

important was the emphasis on self-expression and
communication as a prime content of learning, and
the methods of group dynamics are used to help
participants acquire these techniques. The Steering
Group was able to observe the success achieved in
this field.

An interesting point noted by the Steering Group.
relates to motivation. It seems that the "refus
ouvrier" (already referred to earlier in this paper)
was overcome in this case by the propogandist ele-
ment inherent in trade union philosophy, which
provided the motivation fora return to the learning
process. As the report justly points out, in terms-
of practical results and benefits, the value of learns
ing often goes 'beyond its stated ailbs. In this

-< respect a propaganamt education may well be as
useful as an "objective" (if it is objective, which is
pen to question) lilAral education.

.1

b The Swedish project for adults

The second experiment within the grouping "Indi-
vidual education for individual and collective -de-
velopment" concerns' a Swedish project for adults
with ,a limited educational background. This ex-
periment has been established under the auspices
of Fovux, a committee appointal in 19/0 by the
Swedish Government to consider "methods testing
in adult educatit)". FOvux has as its aim to find
means of "elimiii3Oing obstacles which at present
preVent adults wig brief and inadequate former
schooling from participating in adult education pro-
grammes". The experiment was in part an attempt
to deal with the gap that exists between the well-
educated young and the less well-educated middle-
aged and older people. The students work in small
groups of 6-20 members, led by an animateur.,The
subjects are fixed4. and include Swedish, English,
mathematics and civic education. Two principal
problems (which are linked) are raised by this type
of education. how (once againii to induce the pro-
spective students to participa e, and what material
and financial conditions sh uld govern the pro-
gramme. The technique dev loped in Sweden for
recruiting students from educationally non-moti-
vated of the population is icnown as out-reaching".
It is based on individual cOntact, the potential stu-
dent will be contacted at work by a person from the

(>0
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same social environment (for instance a trade union
official or foreman), who will inform him about the
courses and try to persuade him to enroll. With
regard to material conditions, three alternatives are
available: some participants attend study circles
in their free time, others are given leave by
employers to attend in working hours, and in some
cases participants receive a premium to encourage
them to attend.

Considering the experiment in terms of permanent
education principles, the 1974 Consolidated Report
found that it was to some extent pedagogically
conservative. The group technique worked well,
and appeared\to have resulted in increased self-
confidence on ite part of the participants, but it

.was noted that there was no possibility of choice
of su is for the students, no multi-disciplinarity,
a o use of modern media. The port suggested
that a collective education approa involving the
discussion of aims and common g 1 setting might
be mole successful in the given context, and stressed
again that pedagogic methods and choice of subjects
could not be dissociated from the aims of this type
of programme. The groups should first decide for
what kind of role in what society they were trying
to equip themselves, and then determine the subject
matter and methods b st suited to achieving this
end.

Collective education for Collective and individual
development

a. The French Merlebach Coal Basin project

Six experiments are grouped in the last category
"Collective education for collective and individual
development". Concern for collective development
seemed to be the major factor in most cases, but
one experiment placed some emphasis on individual
development. This was the Merlebach Coal Basin
project in eastern France. The area is characterised
by decreasing prdluction. The population ((bilingual
in German and French but including also migrant
workers with a variety of linguistic and cultural
backgrounds) has a generally low educational level.
The experiment, which involves about 4,000 people,
is in the hands of a committee composed of elected
representatives of the local community, representa-
tives of workers' and employers' trade unions, and
of the public authorities (Ministries of Educatio
Labour and Industry). The educational activities
organised by a body specialising in adult educa on,
the "Association du Centre Universitaire de Coope-
ration Economique et Sociale" (ACUES) based at
Nancy. Education at a relatively low level is of-
fered, some courses leading, to a diploma (for ex-
ample, the Certificat d'Aptitude Professionelle),
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others not. The experiment is thus primarily con-
ceived with individual development in mind, how-
ever, owing to the large numbers involved within
a single area, it also has an effect on the general
cultural level of the region, although there is no
direct concern with the economic or social problems
of the region, as in the case of experiments where
collective development predominates. Several points
of interest for permanent education were noted.
The program,mes are-not pre-established, but are
organised in response to needs expressed. The
courses are given near to the places where parti-
cipants live and work. The educators, who. are
specially trained, all come from the region and
exercise a variety of professions. These teachers
and the groups for whom they are responsible de-
fine between them the aims and pace of the courses,
which are organised on a unit/credit basis. The
programme is state-financed, and includes both
vocational and general courses. The Steering Group
noted the unusual combination of a non-academic
ambiance with traditional teaching methods, (with
participation on the part of the students in the goal-
setting process more apparent than real). It ob-
served that the experiment seemed to be a rare case
of traditional education for adults in a collective
context.

b. The French educa al television proje t far
rural development

The remaining experiments (with one exception)
stress collective rather than individual development.
An example is the project concerned with Educa-
tional Television for rural development in the
Rhone-Alpes-Auvergne districs of France. This is a
predominantly rural milieu of agricultural workers
engaged in the primary activities of crop and stock
rearing and forestry. In this type of milieu, the
growth of incomes has not kept pace with the
growth of productivity. There is difficulty in adapt-
ing to the evolution of society and in ,particular to
the mechanisms of a market economy. The problem
of the ru al exodus (the transfer of manpower to
industry is also acute. All this results in this region
in the ' malaise paysan", but accompanied by the
will o master the consequences of these transfor-
m. ions. The trade union organisations have playpd

important role in this "piise de conscience". The
national federation of agricultural workers (the
FNSEA), for instance, had long campaigned for the
collective advancement programme that was finally
instituted by the French Government in 1959. Co-
operation was established on this particular project
with the "Institut de Recherches Economiques et de
Planification" (IREP)%of the University of Grenoble,
and various educational programmes were put into



practice between 1959 and 1968. From 1968 onwa41.5,
educational television became the principal tOt?ll

used in this large-scale project. The overall pro;
gramme, however, includes the use of other media
such as the press, films, written material and radio.
Its principal objects is the transformation of an
entire milirtirthrough an unusual collaboration be-
tween trade unions, university and mass-media.
This long-term programme, the Steering Group felt,
represented a genuine potential permanent educa-
tion structure, a model characterised by an educa-
tion based on the concrete problems of a whole com-
'vanity, the adult members of which are responsible
for defining the aims of the programme, and where
the educators are drawn largely from the com-
munity itself. The 1973 Consolidated Report con-
cludes that this experiment, in a permanent educa-
tion context, prefigures "the existence of essentially
acadentit-t.ducational projects for which the adult
participants are directly responsible, with no inter-
vention on-the part of the official education system".
The concept of the "learning society" becomes ap-
parent in a-wider context envisaging a new scope
and role for education: "integrated with daily life,
linked to its problems, the Concern of all of us, used
to bring about direct improvements in our lives".

c. The Italian community development project

This experiment extends geographically over a wide
region, but concerns essentially` one socio-profes-
sional category. the agricultural worker. The next
experiment we shall consider, in the hailer, pro-
vince oiBari, is concerned with the development
of a whole community in a given region. The region
in question is an economically backward area of
Southern Italy, largely agricultural but with a few
new industries. The project was set in motion in
1970 by a team from the University of Bari, with
the approval and co-operation of the Italian Min-
istry of Education, and directly inspired by ikima-
nent education principles. 'Social Centres for Ve' -r-
manent Education" were gradually established in
26 communes of the province, offering courses in
the evenings run by trained animateurs, and using'
a combination of modern media and traditional
teaching methods. The courses cover a very wide
range to cater for many different kinds of needs:
courses in reading and writing for illiterates, ge-
neral education to the equivalent of lower secon-
dary level, vocational training, cultural activities
with a regional influence, courses of a social and
political nature, but related to questions of daily
life relevant to the inhabitants of the region. Re-
presentatives of the local population have responsi-
bility for the day-to-day management of the pro-
gramme, which takes its starting point in the eco-

nomic problems of the community. The 1974 Con-
solidated Report notes that this experiment repre-
sents an impressive illustration of the collective
approach to education probleips. It remarks that it
is "the economic component kluch justifies such a
project and determines its success", and that the
experiment merits further study with regard to this
aspect' anti relation to methodological and ad-
ministrative mponents. The Report also drew
attention to the attempt to give a legal framework
Co this programme, and noted as a further point of
interest that the overall conduct of the project was
the responsibility of a university research team.

d. The Swiss cultural de'velopment project

The next "collective" project concerns a Swiss ex-
periment relating to cultural development in the
Jura. The region comprises the seven districts of
the Berne canton, in turn divided into 145 com-
munes. As an 'area it has little unity, the natural
geographical barriers .having helped to maintain
political, religious and cultural, divisions. It is a
rural region with some advanced industries but a
generally non-expanding economy. The activities
that make up the cultural development project are
being conducted by three separate bodies: the "Cen-
tre Ctxlturel Jurassien" (CCJ), the " University Po-
pulaire Jurassienne" (UPTand the "Ecole Jurassien-
ne de Perfectionnement Profeisionnel" (EJPP).
Close links exist between the-CCJ apid the UP, the
EJPP has a principle of co-operatiorl with the other
two organisations, but at the practical level this has
not yet been taken very far. The activities are
largely cultural in nature, covering principally the
cinema, theatre, music and the fine arts, but more
"educational" topics, for instance, aspects of the ap-
plied sciences (ecology and demography as related
to the region) and vocational training (EJPP). They
are Characterised by a decentralised organisation.
The localities are grouped under regional centres,
each of which' independently draws up the pro-
gramme for its area. The central' body is chiefly
responsible for the work of co-Srdination. The
Steering Group felt that one of tie main points of
interest of this experiment lay in the possibility
that it foreshadowed of a co-ordination between
the often separated domains ofia co-Ordination and
socio-cultural community development, of an inte-
gration of school and community life under one
common policy.

e. The Nor egian ciustnal democracy project

A collective experiment of a quite different kind is
that concerned with industrial democrag in Nor-
way. Here, the education programme for adults
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grew directly,, out of a particular situation, that of
workers in Norwegiad industry, and is related quite
specifically to the attempt to introduce changes in
that situation. The industrial democracy project
came into being in thg 1960s, as a result of co-op-
eration between Norwegian employers' and workers'
unions. It should be seen in relation to the 1972
amendment to the Norwegian Companies Act,
which gave employees in the country's main indus-
trial firms a seat on the board of directors and re-
presentation at shareholdets' meetings. The indus-
trial democracy project was set up to promote
changes in work organisation, in particular at the
shop floor level. In broad terms, its stated aims
were "the improvement of the joint employment of
human and capital recources, with special reference
to creating conditions for an increase of work satis-
faction and a decrease of human alienation in the
work situation". To achieve these aims, work!ng
conditions were reorganised by introducing changes
in the workers' roles in ter rn,,..of tasks carried out
The programme is operated by the Work Research
Institute in Oslo, acting in conjuncion with man-
agement and employees pepresents an application
of the systems approach, tvhere the work situation
is considered as a socio-technieal system in which
both the technical requirements of production an
the social and individual factors\iof human organi-
sation play a part. This concept sewd as a tool for
defining and introducing the reirrlired changes

ssentially, the aim was to change the organisation
of the work done by each individual worker so that
his job should correspond more closely to a series
of previously defined "psychological requirements ",
namely. that he should be able to learn while on
the job, that his Work should be as far as possible
demanding and.varied, that he should have his own
minimal area of decision-making, a minimum
degree of social recognition at work,the possibility
of relating what he does at work to some kind of
'desirable future". To obtain this increased job

satisfaction ", it was necessary to enlarge the scope
of workers' tasks and give greater autonomy. which
called forsnew training. We see here the relation-
ship betwn the change in "task-roles" and the
learning process, which the Steering Group round
to be a point of fundamental interest in this ex-
periment.

The Steering Group visited two firms participArng
in the project a leading chrinical, firm. Npisk
Hydro. and the Norsk Medicinal Depot. 'a stab'
owned drug monopoly. foi the sake of brevity de-
tails are given here only of the Norsk Hydro pro-
gramme. In this in m,,before the experiment began,
there w as mu bour dissatisfaction which led
to frequent toppages in production Among the
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causes were narrowly-defined jobs requiring lim-
.

Itgd skills, and the existence of five different wage-
classes. After studying the,situation, an action com-
mittee of representatives of the Work Research
Institute, workers and management decided to

'Introduce the radical change of paying workers
"according to the number of work areas they mas-
tered". This attempt to develop job enlargement
and flexible work patterns led to a system of job
rotation, and the related need for both theoretical
and practical training. Study at home was also en-
couraged, and workers were given financial in.,
centives to participate in the educational program-
mes. Among the positive results of this "participa-
tion experiment were a higher level of competence
and greater job satisfaction on the part of workers,
with an associated increase in production. The com-
pany has. now changed its general training and
wage policy in the light of the experiment. Another
possible area of change is. the authority structure
of the firm An attempt is being made to introduce
a change of this kind in another company within
the framework of the experiment. The Steering
Group remarked on the interesting parallel between
the democratisation of society (the overall stated
aim of the Work Research Institute) and the demo-.
cratisation of education On the sense of self-man-
agement). The Report on the experiment pointed
out the potential interest ot. the systems approach
for prmanent education, indicating that attention
should be paid to its political aspect.

f. The Dutch Folk High Schools

The last of the sixteen experiments considered here
is that concerned with Folk High'Schools in the
Netherlands The 1974 Consolidated Report con-
siders that it represents "an infrastructure . for
national animation in adult education". There arc
thirteen Folk High Schools in' the Netherland,s, of
which the Steering Group visited 3 at Bergen. Bak-
keven and Baarn. The schools all offer short-terrh
residential education; they have a small full-time
teaching staff. assisted by part-time teachers The
courses offered fall broadly into three types. courses
on specific themes open to the public for individual
enrolment, courses for specific categories of people...

g teachers. and courses requested by a client. such
as a business firm for its employees. The staff of
the schools are required to devote nut mule than 80
days a year to internal course work tl-w remainder
of the time they are at vsorkeii the community
making contact with potential` participants in
C,011! Se:i or planning course with thein whrtr a
Louise has bcen requested. The work of the schools
is financed ihthe propoi lion of twu-thlidt, 1, the
state. and orw-third t-e, student 1«., and donation,"
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The schools are autonomous, each choosing its own
staff and particular fields of activity, but are co-
ordinated through the Folk High. School Associa-
tion, composed of representatives from each school,
and reflect a common philosophy, that of the Folk
High School Movement. "The aims of this move-
ment are social and, the wide sense of the term,
political, for they explicitly state the need for so-
ciety to become more compassionate and egali-
tarian." The schools aim to awaken in people an
awareness of their personal, social and economic
situation, and of their capacity for individual and
social action. Although the Movement was founded
in 1932, 'the methods and approach of the schools
have evolved with society. The emphasis today is
on "animaticfn sociale", by which is meant the
stimulation, encouragement and facilitation of coo-

.structive social criticism and action". In a sense,
the schools act as "locardand regional .consultancy
agencies",4 where the work is geared to the situa-
tional problems of the participants. Considerable

'use is.made.of group techniques in these courses;
the staff olaim that they attempt to stimulate parti-
cipants to formulate their own course content and
focus on. their own situation. Community develop-
ment is an important aspect of the schools' work.
aimed at promoting "participation in decision-
making and a revivified intensified kind of loCal
democracy". Staff members at the schools thus
assume a new kind, of role, midway between that
of adult educator and community development
worker. The 1974 Consolidated Report observes
with interest that the Dutch Folk High Schools
seem to represent a system of incitement to social
change, not through direct political action, but
through encouraging participation and a "prise de
responsabilite" on the part of the citizens; and it
concludes that "educational and social action are
here often synonymous".

CONCLUSION

If we try, in conclusion, to present a brief statement
of the present position of the Council of Europe's
Intensive Project in Permanent Education, we find
that certain key problems appear as constantly re-
curring themes in our analysis.

There are three such major problems (which are,
in reality, all aspects of the same problem). The
first is the problem of integration: how to integrate
the mutually influencing but separate "levels" of
education into one overall system, and educational
activity with other aspects of human life. The
second problem is that of the potential conflict
between individual development and social cpn-

straints. how to reconcile the full development oL.
individual aptitudes with the need to insert
viduals into a society whose frames inevitably
sent constr is and where each must take accounts -

of o er his is of course an ancient"educetional., s
problem, but one to which permanent education.i..,

tomust seek to provide a new solution. Learning
dominate" is to be superseded gradually by "learn-
ing to be", as a condition for survival of the in-
dividual in the community and of society as
whole. The third problem is therefore that of the
political nature of permanent education. The Con- ..--
solrbted Report points out again and again that it
is not possible radically to alter the education
system without modifying socio-political struc-
tures". (The reverse argument is also true. the evo-
lution of socio-political structures makes changes in
education inevitable.) Thus, we must envisage
permanent education systems in function of the
nature of tlke proposed society to which they are
to correspond".

RECURRENT EDUCATION:

A NEW APPROACH TO ADULT EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Why the need for a new approach
to adult education?

For some years past, a number of countries have
been introducing legislation on the education of
adults who have started work and are beyond the
stage of compulsory schooling. Such legislation
varies according to country and cultural tradition.
In some countries there has been adult education
for over a century, in others it has been introduced
far more recently. In some countries the state was
the prime mover in the framing of appropriate
legislation, in others private bodies such as trade
union or employers' organisations drew attention
to the need for it.

In spite of these differences, there obviously exists
a common concern in face of a development which
has similar features in the various countries. It can
be assumed that in European countries there is a
more or less explicit tendency to consider, adult

'education in a new light.

Two main concepts, devised in the light of adult ex-
periments carried out in the past few years and of
principles established by the CCC in the context of
its permanent education activities, may provide
food for reflection.
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The first of these concepts is that the -adult student
his characteristics of his own which call for a spec
cial approach. While in the-past child education
methods wereoften applied to adults, it seems more
and more necessary to develop a special methodb-
logy. The adult learner public is composed of peo-
ple who work, who have a family and social life,
a scholastic past and above all special experience
which education cannot ignore.

The conditions under which adults learn -should
therefore be determined in the light of their cir-
cumstances and of the end in view, which may be
to make up.for an inadequate basic edueation or to
satisfy needs arising from the development of their
private, social, economic or politidal life.

The second concept arises froin the difficulties
besetting education systems in general. Financial
and politic-al difficulties, and difficulties in ad-
jtisting education to general social trends call for
reflection on the problem taken as a whole. From
the standpoint of permanent education, such re-
flection reveals the need for greater continuity in
education throughout a person's life. The question
arises therefore of integrating adult education and
child education progressively to form a coherent
overall system which is not made up simply of the
present systems placed end to end. It would there-
fore be desirable to consider adjusting educttion
systems gradually on the basis of longer-term
options.

In the paps of this chapter which follow, it is
sought to define a few trends and, in 'the light of
present knowledge, to formulate the most likely
working hypotheses with a view to the Progressive
reshaping of present situations, to enable adults to
educate themselves for theii needs in the occupa-
tional, political and cultural milieu in which they
live. It is also a question of Providing the bestcpoe7
sible practical and financial facilities for such edu-
cation.

Naturally, one cannot nor should one propose a
model worked out once and for all, but in the light
of present experience one can nevertheless form a
fairly coherent idea of the lines along which adult
education might develop. This is why, the working
hypotheses proposed form a whole which could
constitute, in the long-term, the broad outlines of a
recurrent education system, that is of the evolution
of adult education in the context of permanent
education.
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BASIC OPTIONS'

Meeting needs and developing personal
self-reliance

One of the main difficulties besetting education is
the disparity- which has developed between edu-
cation systems and,the world in which the learners
Jive. This difficulty has arisen in part from the
rapid development of knowledge and of new social
and occupational needs.

The individuals' demands have also changed, how-
ever. Man no longer agrees readily to being trained
for an occupation decided on once and for all. New'
rieeds have also arisen which education does not
always meet very. successfully.

The main reason underlying these needs is generally
the wish to adjust to changes and to develop the
ability to thug and act independently, not only in
the occupation field but in all aspects of community,
cultural and economic life.

From the standpoint of permanent 'education, the
options chosen here seek to prevent major dis-
parities from appearing between adult education
and the new demands of individuals and of society.

Structures

If is to be feared that recurrent education will only
be able to reduce the present disparities partially
unless it is accompanied by an adjustment of school
structures and of the content of courses.

The structural changes which recurrent education
calls for would probably not suffice to adapt the
education system to the characteristics of the adult
learning public and to the principles of permanent
education. It is certain that although such changes
would improve the material conditions of educa-
tion, they would not lead automatically to a more
flekible integration of the school and its environ-
ment, with its consequences for educational insti-
tutions,.methods and techniques.

A more and more flexible structure will be neces-
sary Vile aim is to meet ,needs, foster individual
self-reliance and integrate smoothly periods of
work and periods of education. This flexibility is
bound to lead sooner or later to changes in fife re-
lationships between two worlds: the school and
adult life.

The first line of reform would accordingly be to
open up education progressively, to make not only



its structures, but also the attitudes of the people
concerned, highly. adaptable. The school would thus
gradually become less of a.self-sufficient institution
than a flexible, permanently accessible educational
milieu.

In practice, one can see that flexible structures could
mean the removal of the barriers separating places
of learning %Fik their environment; education
centres and facilities could become more and more
an integral part of the community expressly de- 4
signed to meet its needs.

The dividing lines between the various types of
education which are often too sharp might be blur-

*red a little. Adults courd, for example, take a tech-
nical training course while at the same time de-
veloping their knwledge in other fields.

And then surely it would not be impossible to
allow each student to advance at his own pace and
according to the time he has available for study,
abandoning wherever possible the classroom system
in favour of study groups which would no longer
be formed for a specified period, but for the attein-
ment of 'a specific goal?

These reforms cannot necessarily be introduced
everywhere in the same way, but many experiments
have shown that they enable adults to resume their
education in the, most favourable conditions and tq,
"succeed" in it, with a much lower percen age of:r.
students dropping out of courses or failing. uccess
must be understood not merely as acquirin a di-
ploma, but as4`achieving an objective, be it con-
cerned with work, culture, the development of the
individual's personality or community develop:-
ment.

Although these comment? apply primarily to adult
education, many of them are also applicable, at least
partially, to child education. Here we touch on the
delicate question of the junction between child edu-
cation and adult education within the overall edu-
cation system. H. Janne has said that the develop-
ment of adult education would engender changes in
the education system in general. The question arises
as to how far a methodology devtloped on the basis
of adult education experiments -or some of their
aspcts can be applied "downwards", the more so
as the distinction between adults and adolescents
has become blurred. The philosophy of permanent
education assumes, moreover, that this very often
arbitrary distinction is replaced by a continuous
process adapting itself constantly to each individual.
It would seem possible to envisage including at

least the t6 to 19. year-olds, a particularly critical
category, in the recurrent education system.

Course content

To adapt structures to a situation' that has become
more fluid and to rapid change will not be enough
to prevent a wide gulf from developing between re-.
current education and.the outside world.

The school tradition also rests on a certain idea of
What schools should teach. BaSed in the first place,
historically, on a particular philosophy, the school
has moved little by little towards a measure of
pluralism but it has rarely been realised that this
changing idea should have been accompanied by a
changing notion of the curriculum.

From this standpoint, it is beco'rning more and more
apparent that the division of ,the curriculum into
more or less separate branches in which the school
syllabus remains unchanged is no longer compatible
with a situation in which knowledge is increasing

' while parts of it are becoming obsolete in relation
to the aims of education. The knowledge imparted
needs to be revised and adapted regularly. Further-
more, the practical problems facing the individual
today often call for a multidisciplinary approach.
Present curriculum structures make th constant
adjustment and the necessary linking ogether of
subjects generally taught separately a difficult
matter.

Teaching and learning methods

Rather than concentrating on imparting certain
items of knowledge laid down in advance, recur-
rent education directs its efforts towards teaching
how to learn; it has opted for placing "learners" in
a position to take over their, own education gradu-
ally according to their needs. Our idea of educated
man is changing more and more. In European tra-
dition, he is a man who, after a period of studt that
varies in lenght, embarks on a career. .4"'A

The philosophy of permanent education is in the
process of producing a new model, that of the "self-
educating man", for whom studying and working
are not incompatible. In this situation, knowledge
imparted would lose its hard and fast character
and could itself evolve in the wake of everyday life.

The concept of needs does not co nly economic
and occupational needs. Although these are too im-
portant to be neglected, recurrent education, de-
signed with a view to the development of the indi-
vidual, must cater for personal and collective needs.
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In fact it is in all the fields of his occupational and
social life in which he is active that a person should
beable to determine his educational needs. For ex-
ample, he Might feel-the need to acquire knowledge
to help hini in his woilcor a capacity in some other
field.

In sum, the aim of recurrent education is to en-
hance the quality of life in all its aspects and not
only in some of them."

It is however an unsatisfactory over-simplification
to believe that recurrent education can only meet
needs arising outside it. The education system could
be, more so than in the past, a place for reflection
leading to changes in other spheres of social life.
For example, one can imagine a dialectical relation-
ship in which the content of education and the cha-
racteristics of the occupations available to citizens
in society would,influence each other mutually.

A method of teaching and learning ought therefore
to be devised which would establish a sounder re-
lationship between the .edtreation system and th2
outside world, between learning and fhe develop-
ment of the. individual.

S
The nature of the teaching/learning relatibnship
has 'a decisive effect on what happens at the post-
education stage. Education which makes a person
more and more self-reliant presupposes a method
centred on thp process of shaping the adult indi-
vidual. This process must rest on two main prin-4,
ciples. at the outset the motivations of the partici-
pants must be taken'into account as must the possi-
bilities'ok applying the fruits of this education in
practice. The link between these two principles is
forged by active methods based on tilt), solving of
problems. The role of the teacher shottld aim at a
new balance in which the functions of animation,
facilitation of learning and promotion of group con-
sciousness would progressively take precedence
over that of the "ex cathedra" imparting df know-
ledge. To put it more precisely, the teacher would
be called on 'primarily to encourage self-ekpression
and an awareness. of needs, and to keep a watch on
students' progress and difficulties in the light of
their own objectives and those of the educational
institution; resorting to a mode of teaching that
might be called "the contract method".

The teaching/learning relationship'is not a teacher/
pupil relationship only, but' also' embrades relation-
shiPs within the student group,`,These are still too
often founded on a Spirit of competition, they need
to be transformed, gradually iinto' relationships of
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emulation and co-operation and that is possible
only in a more open environment less exclusively
concerned with short-term results.

?tilEANS

To put into practice a new way of learning, of
educating oneself, of defining courses, calls for the
possession of a number of new techniques. Rather
than offering adult students courses established
once and for all and spread -out over a long period,
what is needed is a more open system, that can be
adjusted to serve specific personal ends and in
which the pace of learning can depend on the
limiting factors with which adult students have to
corend.

One of. these techniques, which allows for great
flexibility with regard both to the way in which
a student tackles a subject and to the posskbility of
adapting content to needs, is the unit/credit system.
A. unit is defined in relation to a precise content
corresponding to the pupil's ability to' act cons-
ciously,....("being able to ...") in a given field. The
units are credited to pupils, under a system per-
mitting them to progress in one or more sectors at
a pace- determined by themselves in accordance
with their motivation.

Under such a syStern, each adult pupil can ideally
begin his course, in the light of his objective, at the
pL,Alit 1,e has reached thanks to previous experience
or ,tudies, thus avoiding waste of time and energy
and a widening gulf between theory and practice.
The course can be adjusted conetantly. without
being completely changed, by further work in cer-
tain units or the' addition of extra, ones, which
means reviewing the subject, its/ structure and
usefulness .constanly, thus avoiding the ekdessive
rigidity which sometimes characterises schof sylla-
buses.

Lastly, this systematic breaking down of a course
into content units, each limited in time, lends
itself admirably to the use of the new teaching
media' which can relieve the teacher of at least a
part of his Cork of imparting knowledge. Adult
students who have these media at their disposal
are able to do more independent work.

But the wor 'ng out of such multi-media unit/
credit systems still raises major methodological and
financial problems. That is why the CCC has
devoted its ,,"Educational Technology" project to
studying, devising and evaluating unitAredit sys-
tems.



The project comprises essentially two model
courses, one perfecting a system for modern-lan-
guage learning and the other being a course on
environmental and ecological problems.

These two courses, which vary greatly froin the
standpoint of subject structuration, were selected
less for their intrinsic interest than because they
would bring,out the technical and conceptual dif-
ficulties remaining to be overcome in the context
of systems development in the sphere of education_

In short, thanks to the unit/credit system and the
advantages of educational technology, it ought to
be possible for education and the teacher to centre
on the pupil and for the pupil to define more ac-
curately his objectives, progress and pace, in other
words, to take his education in hand himself.
Moreover, if a degree of co-ordintition could be
achieved at European level, the definition of the
objectivei of education in terms of "being able to"
would make an interesting and effective contribu-
tion towards the achievement of equivalence 9f
diplomas.

THE EDUCATION PROCESS

Need for a reference model

The suggestions in the foregoing pages need to be
co-ordinated with a view to formulating a pro-
gressive refor policy. Together they form a re-
ference mod to serve as a basis for further re-
search whi and this is As main raison d'être
will be a sted little by little in the light of prac-
tical situations and new technical and political
factors. '7

The development of this model for the purpose of
devising an education. process appropriate to re-
current education is the subject of the CCC project
"Organisation, content and methods of adult educa-
tion". This project fits into the overall pattern of
thinking in the sphere of permanent education. The
first condition imposed on azt. is that it recognises
the need to make adult education an integral par
of the generaleducation system while at the sam
time develop -Ng its special aspects. In the context
this project, a detailed study will be made, in the
light of the increasingly numerous experiments
being carried out, of questions pertaining to the
organisation and structuration of adult education,
after which it will be sought to formulate, for sub-
mission to governments, concrete proposals regard-
ing a strategy for the progressive development of
adult education.

Prospects

If the methodological proposals put forward in the
foregoing pages are implemented progressively, the
recurrent education system will assume little by
little a coherent shape very different in the long
run from that of the education systems we know.
Its broad outline can be defined by an analysis of
the consequences of the various options.

The recurrent education system should be able to
fulfil four essential functions:

analyse needs

develop teaching and learning methods (unit,'
credit system, multi-media system)

'organise activities and courses
-/..

evaluate and adjust the system in action.

If priority is to be given to meeting personal and
social needs, recurrent education ought to have
machinery for determining and analysing them.

To analyse needs It is first necessary to gather in-
formation by various methods: sociological sample
surveys, interviews, community analysis, definition
of functions, for example.

The analysis proper would then consist in discover-
ing, on the basis of the information gathered, what
many of the occupations and situations studied
have in common and what is specific to each. In this
way one would be defining a number of general
qualifications with which special qualifications
would be associated. This work, based on a study
of a very large number of individual situations,
would leadto the definition of a reasonable number'
of "occupational profiles".

At a later sta on the basis of these "occupational
profiles", it oulc( be possible for programming
an. . .ro c in centres to work out "educational

ofiles consisting of a "cogimon core" to which
pecial features would be added.

At a later stage still, these centres would produce
progressively multi-media unit/credit systems suit-
able for use at a third level. that of a highly de-
centralised network of permanent education insti-
tutions with a twofold function. On the one hand,
they would provide facilities for adult education on
the basis of the educational options defined above,
and on the other, they would evaluate available
educational facilities and keep a watch on the
evolution of needs. The findings would then be
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fed back to the orgarudations responsible for ana-
lysing needs and producing courses to make sure
that a balance is maintined in the system as a
whole, thanks to the interaction of the occupational
profiles defined within the working environment
and the educational profiles devised in the context
of the education system, having regard to the needs
and motivations of the participants.

The three levels thus defined would remain con-
tinously in contact. Furthermore, thanks to research
into needs, practical evaluation of the r,esults of
courses followed and the possibilities of active
participatibn offered to adults, the system would
be permanently integrated with the world around.

The foregoing description of a potential recurrent
education system is naturally only an outline which
will need to be given institutional and concrete form
according to individual situations Und cultural tra-
ditions. Some aspects will of coupe be adjusted as
the projects referred to above progress and in the

, light of partial experiments being carried out in
D ..various countries.

In addition, unlikea rigid system, this outline could
be defined as a constantly evolving process which
will be set in motion at a pace and with special
features dictated by specific situations.

THE QUESTION OF COST

There are two series of arguments which, pending
further research, show that it is impossible to
continue developing education systems along pres-
ent lines and that it is necessary to angle their
development towards permanent education.

These arguments are based on the one hand on the
fact that if we go on as at present we shall inevi-
tably aggravateiiur financial problems and on the
other hand on the "negative costs" which the per-
petuation of the present situation implies.

Studying trends in the number of teachers, B.
Schwartz shows tklat for several reasons it is bound
to increase. The school population is rising con-
tinually, particularly in nursery schools, so that
either there must be more pupils to a class (which
means worse teachingsonditions) or there must be
more teachers. But th(cost of reducing the number
of pupils to.a class is very high even for a marginal
result. Then again, the school-leaving age has been
rising steadily at least until recent years, first for
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policy reasons but also, and this is more serious,
because (in countries where the system exists)' the

. number of pupils repeating a year has increased
considerably.

Lastly, curricula (and hence the cost of teaching
staff) have been growing more and more burden-
some by the addition of new subjects while only
very few have been dropped. At the same time, the
unions are pressing for teachers to work few4r
hours, which would also increase expenditure.

It can thus be seen that from the standpoint of the
larger school population alone, the financial outlook
is difficult and the same applies in many fields, such
as those of school buildings, maintenance of equip-
ment or administrative staff.

Another series of arguments invokes the "negative
costs" of the present system. These result essentially
from curricula ill-sorted to present needs, from
both the socio-cultural and politiCo-economic points
of view. Too often at the end of their schooling
pupils are found not to have received the education
they were entitled to expect and in addition to have
little ability to learn by themselves. It has even
been claimed that pupils receive most of their real
education outside the school.

A.,

Here the persistence of a type of education too far
removed from its objectives, wastes money and
causes pupils to lose time which they can never N
make up. Apart from waste of money, account must
also be taken of human waste, in terms not only of
time, but also of inadequately developed potential,
discouragement and frustration. These losses are
enormous, not only for the pupil but for society as a
whole. .

The progIssive introduction of recurrent education
will not be, as has sometimes been claimed, a
bottomless pit financially, but will often give better
returns in financial and human terms. Lastly, the
fact that it will come about gradually should make
it possible to check the financial impact at all stages.

CONCLUSION -

Recurrent education will prepare the way for
the progressive transformation of the present edu-
cation system. The changes could take place in ac-
cordance with the broad outlines set out in the
foregoing pages, in which case, by an analysis of



their effects on the system as a whole, they could
be co-ordinated with one another.

The system outlined in this report will need es-
sentially to be flexible with regard to both structure
and content. The education process should be able
to establish a permanent dialectical relationship

_between the evaluation of needs and the structura-
tion and organisation of content (implying recourse
to a multi unit/credit system), the courses them-
.selus in the framework of a decentralised perma-
nenteducation structure, and lastly, the application
of education in all the fields concerned.

The method evolved is twofold. In the first place
it centres on the adult being educated, the aim
being to develop his power to act independently and
consciously and gradually to take over responsibi-
lity for hiS own education. The option of taking
needs as the point of depature will lead, on the
other hand, to a change in the role of the teacher
who, with the support of educational technology,
will be able to centre his work more than formerly
on the "learner", int objectives and special diffi-
culties. The teacher's main-task will thus be to give
the lead and to assist the student.

The development of education would be more
effective if the short-term education policy adopted
were based on a coherent long-term policy. The
utmost should be done to prevent measures from
being taken which, decided on in an emergency, are
merely designed to resolve momentary difficulties
and, being in most cases purely quantitative, lead'
sooner or later to a new bottleneck.

The best known example of this kind of action is
the changes made in the conditions, for university
entrance. The university has opened its doors to a
wider public under the pressure of the persons and
bodies who made it, rightly, an objective of the
democratisation of education. Unfortunately, the
revision of entrance conditions, structures, courses,
of the real, meaning of university education and the
outlets it affords, was not thoroughly enough
thought out and prepared. This gave rise to a
structural (and also intellectual) crisis which has
led inevitably to the more and more frequent appli-
cation of the numerous clausus principle. Such a
practice only postpones the solution of problems
for a few years without resolving them in depth.

The conditions under which many adults study
today explain why so many of them drop their
courses or fail. If one day the right to adult educa-
tion is as universally recognised as the right to

holidays or social Security, it would be desirable to
arrange study conditions as conveniently as possible
without requiring from adulestudents intellectual,
physical and nervous efforts which be .r no rela-
tionship to the purpose of th education. It would
be regrettable similarly, if access t education
meant sacrifi ng family life, sometim= for long
periods. Educ tional leave syst d therefore
be introduc progressively having regard to the
particular itical conditions.

e demo ratisation of education which the appli-
cat n of the principle of permanent education
wool b ng about could only be real if the material
conditio of adult education were improved. There
would not be a one-way relationship between occu-
pationa/ needs and the education system (from oc-
cupation to education).

On the basis of the job descriptio6furnished by
employers (which would tike account of the purely
technical aspect of the occupation but also of the
more general aspects such as human relations, inde-
pendence, social communications) courses would be
worked out which, when embarked on in practice,
would be reviewed and readjusted on the basis of
the requirements and motivations of the individuals

.and groups concerned. The "occupational" aspect
would thus merge progressively into the "cultural"
aspect and from this two-way movement; the world
of education would in turn gain a greater force of
impact on society in general.

This new symbiosis of the occupatibnal sector and
the cultural sector is a highly important factor in
the analysis of the financial implications of the pro-
gressive introduction of a recurrent education sys-
tem. The gaps often serious. in school education
have led firms to set up 'what amounts to parallel
education systems, which threaten to make educa-
tional investments elsewhere superfluous, at least
from the occupational standpoint.

The introduction of a recurrent education system
would ,therefore, while avoiding structural over-
lapping, liberate funds, particularly in firms, which
could then be devoted to a policy of educational
leave.

Moreover, the rational use of educational techno-
logy would, thanks to the enormous market open
to software and the lightening of the burden placed
on teachers (making them available to meet the
increased demand for education) make it possible
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to offset the high cost of the hardware and of the
production of courses.

Lastly, the cost of recurrent education would be
prohibitive if one were simply to add it to the
present education system. The trend of the policy
outlified in this report is very different. the recur -
tent education system can be developed by re-

(,-
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forming the present system tep by step with ,a
view to the attainment of a 1 ng-term objective. A
major part of the cost could covered by a con-
certed' redefining of financial priorities irt the in-
terests of the development of recurrent education,
which could be achieved by better co-ordination of
the efforts already being made both by the state
and by private bodies.
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Resolutions

RESOLUTION 1/1975 e

on
Recurrent education

The European Ministerg of Education, at the Ninth
Session of Ilie Standing Conference,

Recalling t4ir Resolutions adopted in Brussels in
1971 and in Berne in 1973, whereby they first en-
dorsed the pitnciple of recurrence in post-secon-
dary studies and recognized the need for re-
distributing educational opportunities throughout
life in accordanc\ with the concept of permanent
education,
Believing that recurrent education should lead to
greater freedom and esponsibility for each citizen
in making the decisi ns which affect his or her
education and workin life, and also to a greater
measure of educational ax I social equity,

Noting that the principle of recurrence already
operates to some extent in the education systems of
member countries, but as yet insufficiently to rea-
lise the potential benefits which a fully functioning
and flexible system of recurent education could
provide, \
Having considered the analytica orts of OECD
and the Council of Europe, the co ritry reports and
statements, and the discuSsion paper prepared by
the Committee of*Senior Officials, \

Adopt the following statement:
Recurrent education as a- concept of pu tic policy
The basic purpose of recurrent education is to give
the individfial the opportunity to decide on his or
her own personal future deuelopment. It aims to
counteract the inequalities of present educational
systems and to distribute educational opportunities
over the lifespan of the individual.

Recurrent education may be regarded as 'a stra-,
tegy for the long-term plonning of education, pri-
marily for the post-compulsory sector but with
repercussions on other areas of educational provi-
sion. Its objectives however entail the progressive
implementation of short- and medium term mea-
sures. It forms an indispensable part of broader
socio-economic and cultural policies for translating
the concept of permanent education into practice.

Recurrent education has implications for the orga-
nisation of work and leisure, and requires a close
coordination between education, social, cultural
and economic policies. It also means coordinating

the various sectors of educational provision for-
mal and informal, vocational and non-vocational

which are often today insufficiently interrelated.

Action in member countries

With the above aims and considerations in mind,
the Ministers resolve to give active encouragement
to the following lines of action in their respective -
countries :

providing education for the 16-19 age group
which prepares both for further periods of
study as well as for entry into working life in
the immediate or near future ,
adapting other post-compulsory education to
meet the needs and interests of individuals with
widely different experience ,

re- casting the rules of admission to higher edti-
cation so that work experience is more widely
taken into account as a basis of qualification
for entry ;

re-designing on a modular basis extended pro-
grammes of post-compulsory education and
training, so that qualifications can be obtained
in different ways and at different times through
recurrent periods of study.

Areas of common concern

Recurrent education will necessarily develop in
different ways in different countries. The Ministers
note that, according to national circumstance,, the
folloWing forms of action may usefully be en-
visaged:

Ensuring a greater measure of educational and
social equity -

- the provipion of adequate means of financial
and social support for the individual, incorpo-
rating the principle of positive discrimination;
the introduction of active policies to reach the
socially and educationally disadvantaged and to
encourage them to benefit from educational
provision;

the introduction of new methods and technolo-
gies, and policies for distributing and locating
educational facilities, so as to reach outlying
communities.
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Coordinating policies for education, social welfare
and employment

the introduction of arrangements for the coordi-
nation of education, social welfare and employ-
ment policies and for consultation between social
partners;

the further development of measures which
give the individual the right to take paid edu-
cational leave.

Re-deploying educational opportunities and re-
sources

the establishment of the right and the opportu-
nity of the individual to resume education in
later life, and also of the role of the public
authorities in securing the effective exercise of
this right;

the development of a coherent system of finan-
cing youth and adult education, and the establish-
ment of a proper balance between the two.

Future international cooperation

The Ministers resolve that national arrange-
ments for the implementation of recurrent edu-
cation should be studied and planned wherever
possible in the light of the collective experience
of member countries.

The Ministers note the complementary nature
of the work carried out by OECD and the Coun-
cil of Europe in this field, a1 illustrated by their,
contributions to the Conference. They would
welcome further exploratory work based on the
conclusions contained in the am report, and
on the Council of Europe's project for the con-
certed evaluation of practical innovations, with
a view to the further refinement of policy
concepts in cooperation with all interested par-
ties. They look forward to the continuation and

. strengthening of the projects and activities
which have formed the basis of the two analyti-
cal reports.

RESOLUTION 2/1975

on
The edutation of migrants

The European Ministers of Education, at the Ninth
Session of the Standing Conference,

Recalling that at their Seventh Session (Brussels
1971) they agreed to convene at Strasbourg an ad
hoc Conference at which attention would be given
to problems relating to the education and training
of migrants, both adults and adolescents, and to
the schooling of migrants' children,

Noting that this Conference took place, under the
joint auspices of the Council of Europe and of the
Standing Conference of European Ministers pf
Education, [rom 5 to 8 November 1974, under the
title 'Ad hoc Conference on the Education of Mi-
grants',

Noting further that this Conference was attended
by representatives of eighteen of the States signa-
tory to the Cultural Convention of the Council of
Europe, and of Portugal, by observers from the
International Labour Office, UNESCO, OECD, the
European Communities and the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration, and by the
Special Representative for migrant questions of
the Council of Europe, in addition to a represen-
tative of the Council of Europe's Parliamentary
Assembly,

Thank the Council of Europe for its able and effi-
cient Arganisation of the Conference, as well as all
those associated with its preparation and conduct;

Commend to member Governments the conclusions
and recommendations of the ad hoc Conference,
which reflect a conviction that the time has come
to move on from analysis and appraisal to the
widespread application of practical measures on
behalf of migrants and their families, beginning in
particular with bilateral initiatives;

Recommend theref that, to the greatest extent
possible, me r Governments initiate and/or
promote p tical arrangements designed to achieve
the following aims:

guaranteeing and/or promoting access to educa-
tion, and equality of opportunity;

giving migrants and their children, through the
necessary incentives, an opportunity to ac-
quire an adequate knowledge of the language
and culture of both the host country and the
country of origin with a view to developing
their, personalities, and providing them with
such forms of general and technical training,
including permanent education facilities, as
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they need for satisfactory adjustment to and
integration in the new environment, while re-
taining opportunities for re-integralion in the
country of origin;

making provision in the field of general educa-
tion and vocational training for the benefit of
the children of migrants at all age levels, in-
cluding such measures as:

the creation of 'reception' and 'special'
classes a to integration in the new so-
cial environ e t
the supply of text-books free of charge in
the same way as for local children
the award of grants or scholarships for se-
condary, tertiary and vocational education,
in the same way as for local children
in the interest of pupils, the general use of

standard school career record
the training of teachers, educators and `ani-
mateur s'
the mutual acceptance of certificates issued
at the different levels of compulsory educa-
tion
the promotion of participation by parents in
school activities;

officially recognising and encouraging the con-
tribution of the private sector (e.g. industry and
recognised voluntary service organisations): to
avoid dispersal of resources and effort, action
should be coordinated at national level, for *
instance by setting up joint committees of re-

,nresentatives from responsible bodies working
on behalf of migrants and their families;

making adequate resources available' for re-
search into and experimentation with methods
of:

promoting the linguistic education of mi-
grants and their families (in particular
through- a study of optimum peflods for

assimilating the language and culture of the
country of origin) as well as their vocational
and general education

helping them to adapt to the new social en-
vironment in which they find themselves
improving the supply of information to
them;

Such research and experimentation, as well as the
"dissemination of the findings, should be made the
subject of international cooperation.

The Ministers recognize that the role of the com-
petent international organisations active in this
field is of considerable and growing significance.
In addition to their general tasks of informing and
stimulating national efforts and, where appro-
priate, coordinating such efforts they have in
several cases been asked to initiate specific action
programmes. If such prograsmmes, which should be
more fully coordinated, were to be expanded, the
organisations concerned should be provided with
the necessary resources.

They request the international organisations to
inaude in their reports to the Tenth Session an
analysis of measures taken as a result of this Reso-
lution.

The Ministers also recognize that many of the pro-
blems raised by the education of migrants and their
children cannot and should not be dissociated from
their economic and social context. They note that
the ad hoc Conference laid stress, amongst other
things, on the need gradually to reduce the period
during which the families of migrants are sepa-
rated, and on the need to provide them with
access to subsidized housing and social security
benefits. They agree to draw the attention of their
Government colleagues responsible for such measu-
res to the importance of these considerations.

RESOLUTION 3/1975

on
International educcitiona/ cooperation

The European Ministers of Education, at the Ninth
Session of the Standing Conference,

Bearing in mind the functions and working me-
thods of the Standing Conference, as defined in
Brussels Resolution No. 3 (1971),

Recalling their affirmation in this Resolution of
the autonomy f the Standing Conference,

Stressing' the eed to promote the most effective
use of the total resources devoted to multilateral
'educational cooperation, in the general interest of
all its member countries,
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Adopt the following stattfnent:
The Ministers thank UNESCO, OECD, the
Council of. Europe anckhe European Commu-
nities for their contOutions to the progress
report on internationdl educational cooperation.
They particularly thank the Nordic Coucil of
Ministers for contributing to this report !r the
first time, and they take note with especial
interest of the far-reaching concept of coope-
ration as defined in the Agreemeri
cultural cooperation. They wouldAvelcome the
preparation of a similar report for the Tenth
Session.

The Ministers note with satisfaction the exam-
ples of growing inter-organisational collabora-
tion mentioned in the introductory Ater of
the progress report. They look forward o fur-
ther developments in this direction, es ecially
in regard to the planning of future activities.
They invite the international organisations to
pay particular attention to this aspect of their
programmes in their reports to futu Sessions
of the Standing Conference.

While appreciating the advant ges of having a
plurality of frameworks fo European educa-
tional cooperation, the Mi sters are also aware
of the risks of duplicati of effort and disper-
sal of resources. To viate these risks, they
consider it essential at

T\
each organis ion should make its own
distinctive ntribution to the total pattern
of mult teral coopdation, in accordance
with its characteristics aims, constitution and
working Methods; 4

proper arrangements are made to ensure that
the educational programmes of the organisa-
tions are genuinely complementary;
there is adequate coordination of policies
within national administrations towarcig in-
ternational educational activities.

Further developments along these lines would
help towards a more effective concentration of
effort and functional specializati

Pursuant to Brussels Resolution No. 3 (1971) the
Ministers consider that, at the present juncture,
the following aspects of the role and operation

of the Standing Conference should be empha-
sized to :

define political priorities for European edu-
cational action and cooperation;
provide a forum for reflexion, dialogue and
exchange of views on fundamental educa-
tional issues of common concern.

In addition to the lines of action indicated in
their Resolutions on recurrent education and
on the education of migrant workers and their
families, the Ministers identify the following
priority areas for European action and coope-
ration:

pre-school and primary education
the school in its relations with the commu-
nity
rower secondary education
attitudes to the study of science and tech-
nology.

The Ministers accept with pleasure the invita-
tion of the Turkish Minister to hold the Tenth
Session of the ,5tanding Conference in his coun-
try in May 1977. The theme will be: "The school
in its relations with the community."

The Ministers also accept with pleasure the in
vitation of the Minister of Education for the
Netherlands to hold the Eleventh Session in his
country in .rune 1979, this-being the twentieth
anniversary of their first meeting in The Hague.

The Ministers decide to convene in Strasbourg
at the earliest convient opportunity an ad hoc
conference on the subject of attitudes to the
study of science and technology.

The Ministers instruct the Committee of Senior
Officials to:

make preparations for the Tenth Session, in
consultation with the international organisa-
tions;
develop more effective procedures for the
organisation and conduct of their debales;
make arrangements for an ad hoc confe-
rence, in collaboration with the Council of
Europe and other interested organisations,
oh the subject of attitudes to the study of
science and technology.

14.

Editor: The Director of Education and of Cultural and Scientific Affairs
Strasbourg
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